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Introduction and Statement of the Problem
It would be interesting to find out whether or not 
each state system has certain psychological and philo- 
sophical assumptions as a basis.
In this study a research has been made about the 
psychological assumptions of the national socialistic 
system of state. These assumptions are discussed as 
to their importance in regard to the control of human 
behavior. For the purpose of this thesis, the discussion 
Is divided into the following topics: The State, The
People, The Individual, Education and Discipline.
Much has been written about the National Socialistic 
State, its leader Adolf Hitler, its goals, politics, 
economy, etc. Each author interpreted the apparent 
sources and facts according to his opinion and standard 
of values. In other words, the literature on the sub­
ject presents a great and often contradictory variety.
And since ”we can only explain the past by what is high­
est in the present as Nietzsche put it, this variety of 
explanation and interpretation of National Socialism in 
literature Is understandable, but It does not necessarily 
bring forth the true picture.
This study presents an attempt of a systematic study 
of original statements on national socialism in respect to
1. Ernst Cassirer, An Essay on Man, p. 226.
2various selected problems* It is not meant to b© a study 
on moral or ethical values, but merely an objective dis­
cussion of statements on problems affecting human behavior*
"These researches, in which we may engage on this 
occasion, are not to be taken for historical truths, but 
merely as hypothetical and conditional reasoningsabout 
the assumptions of national socialism in regard to the / 
control of human behavior.
Methods Employed In Research
The first problem encountered in writing this thesis 
was the selection of books on national socialism* The 
majority of these books were obtained through the Library 
of Congress from various Universities and other public 
libraries in the United States. Many of these books were 
written In German and have no official translation.
The majority of statements used In this study are by 
Adolf Hitler, because he was the founder of the national 
socialistic movement and the leader of the national social­
istic state. His book Me in Karrrpf deserves a special 
reference because it is the most frequently used source 
of statements. Me in Kampf was written, as it Is gener­
ally known, before Hitler seized power In Germany and 
represents an outline of the national socialistic Ideology. 
That is to say, it gives the viewpoints of the national
1. Ibid., p. 86; Rousseau In his Introduction to his 
"Discours sur 1*origin© et les fondements de l fin- 
egalite parmi les hominesn.
socialistic movement • The book Das Buch der IT *3 .D.A»P» 
by Walter Espe represents a nearly complete collection of 
jlitler*s spooches from the tine before 1933; i.e., when ho 
became the chanceior of for:';any• These early speeches of 
Adolf hitler appear to be more valuable as a moans to obtain 
Information on specific subject natter than his later 
speeches, for they desl mostly with politics, a subject 
'which is not discussed In this thesis.
Quotations concerning the diverse topics are not 
picked at random, but are selected carefully as to their 
significance first to the specific subject under discussion 
In each chapter and second to the general subject of this 
thesis• Moreover, the statements were selected in such a 
v/ay that they present a reasonable variety of ideas on the 
topics, so that a relatively well-rounded picture may be 
presented.
The bulk of material was taken fron books written by 
known. national socialists, or from books edited by national 
socialistic publishing companies, Sine© national socialism 
as such existed only in Germany, the original language of 
all statements is German.
A disadvantage presents itself in the translation of 
the statements from German into English, made either by an 
official Interpreter through the publisher or by this 
writer. Prom the point of view of grammatical construction
* IJ.S.D.A.P* is t lie official abbr © vi a t i on for IT at 1 onal 
Social!attache Deutsche Arbeitor Parted, translated 
national Socialistic German Labour Party, commonly 
referred to as the "National Socialist Party"
4the German used by Hitler and other national Socialists 
is often very poor* Therefore* the meaning of the state­
ments concerned sometimes is not absolutely clear in their 
original language, not to mention the translations* How­
ever , it is attempted throughout the thesis to cling to 
the most obvious and original meaning, although the trans­
lation might sound at times odd in English. Moreover, 
Hitler and his associates seem to have a tendency of 
forming original words; i*e., new German words which are, 
of course, difficult to translate correctly.
Concerning the make-up of this thesis, the following 
could be saidS The statements are selected according to 
certain chosen topics, which appeared to be of interest 
to psychological theory* Then the statements are presented 
and their basic theoretical assumptions are discussed. At 
the end of each chapter the conclusions concerning these 
theoretical assumptions are summarized* The final chapter 
is a discussion of the general findings*
In an effort to lessen the possibility of error 
Involved in quoting the statements used are often rather 
lengthy* However, it is important to note that the state­
ments In this thesis ar© significant as to their psycho­
logical assumptions and therefore the relation to their 
context Is not necessarily significant for the purpose of 
this inquiry.
It should be noted that a chapter on the history on 
the problem Is purposely omitted. For the material on this 
topic appears to be so extensive that it could be used as
* the.i* In itoolf» Thorofero, it •••mod to bo aoro pr*o» 
tlool to oonoontroto all effort on tho probloa ltaolf•
CHAPTER II
THE STATE
The subject of discussion in this chapter is ”The 
State,” by which is meant the German State. This Is an 
attempt to find some of the national socialistic assump­
tions in regard to the State.
It is to be noted that this is not a political but 
a psychological discussion of the state. Therefore, the 
state is only Important in view of Its influence on the 
behavior of the people who reside In It. In order to 
gain some possible evidence as to a specific role this 
state might play in regard to the people and to obtain 
evidence as to the interrelationship between the state 
and the people, the discussion is divided into four sec­
tions. These are as follows! 1) The Form of the State; 
2) The Nature of the State; 3) The Functions of the 
State; 4) The Achievements of the State.
The Form of the State 
It might be assumed that the form of a state is a 
form or structure of its outward manifestation*
The following statement reveals Hitler1s Idea of the 
form of state. He said:
”Die Staatsform ergibt sich aus der 
Wesenart eines Volkes, aus Notwendlgkeiten, 
die so elementar und gewaltig sind, dass sie 
derelnst jeder elnzelne auch ohne Streit 
begreifen wird, wenn nur erst ganz Deutsch­
land elnig und frei Ist.” *^
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p. 63.
Hitler1s speech in Spring, 1921*
7(Translated: The form of the state results
from the nature of a people, from necessities 
which are so elemental and powerful that each 
individual will one day understand them without 
argument, when Germany is m i t e d  and free#}
Hitler speaks of 1 the nature of the people1 . Thus,
it seems that he assumes a collsctive nature of the people,
which would render the people a collective group. If that 
would le true, then a people is not the sun total of indi­
viduals, but a collective entity, in which the individual 
essentially lias lost his psychological Identity and becomes
an insignificant part of the collective group. The same
would then apply to the nature of the Individual, who 
becomes part of the collective nature of the people•
If the nature of the people would be a psychological 
concept, or a psychological Idea attributed to the people; 
and since Hitler said that the form of the state Is * the 
result* of the nature of the people; then, an Idea would 
result in a form or a matter. This'would signify that 
Idea; I.e., the nature of the people and matter; i.e., the 
form of the state are two separate units, but that the 
matter Is Influenced by the idea, perhaps a reflexion of 
the idea.
This Interpretation of Hitler*s statement seems to 
have a similarity to Plato* s dualistic assumptions about 
mind and matter. Plato made ” *..a distinction between 
mind and matter• • and also Relieved that th© *real world *, 
which would be the natter 11 is only an Imperfect copy** of 
11 the world of ideas”, which would bo the mind.
1,2. Edna Heidbreder, Ph.D., Seven Psychologies, p. 29
8Hitler apparently strives to make the forn of the
state a result or -perhaps a copy of the idea of the nature
of the people. Ho soons to want to create ouch a statefom
because of T necessities which arc so elemental and powerful
that each individual1 as a menbar of the collective group
,1
* will understand them one day, without argument *
The nature of the necessities as discussed try Hitler 
is described as 1 elemental and powerful1. They are so 
elemental, that is to aay simple and uncomplicated, that 
each individual will understand then without arguments, 
possibly because they seem, to be so natural that little 
thought is required to comprehend them. They are also 
powerful. If a necessity Is ’so powerful* that the in­
dividual will not argue about it but accept it as such, 
that is to say if any argument at i on becomes useless in 
the face of sue', a powerful necessity, then this necessity 
Is more powerful than the individual and must bo accepted* 
It might be assumed that the form of the state is the 
result of a psychological idea, i.e., the nature of the 
people, to which any number and variety of qualities may 
be attached* This statefonn is conditioned by necessities 
which make it so natural to the people that they understand
it without much'thinking, while at the seme time it Is so
powerful that it is elevated above the power of the Indi­
vidual end Is to be accepted as such*
1. Walter Espe, Das Euch der ITSDAP, p* 63
Hit lor *s speech In Spring, 1921« Translated.
9It seems that this form of state Is not chosen by the 
people, but by whoever Interprets the nature of the people 
to a certain psychological concept from which the state- 
form must necessarily result, because It Is simple enough 
for the people to accept It without thought and at the 
same time It is so powerful that the people have to accept 
It without choice.
In order to learn more about this form or structure 
of state, the following statement of Hitler offers some 
further assumptions. He said:
"Die Voraus set zungen, unter denen sich 
uberhaupt ein deutsches Staatsgebild© nur 
entfalten kann, mussen deshalb selns Elnigung 
aller Deutscher Europas, Erziehung zum National- 
bewusstsein und die Bereltwilligkeit, die ganze 
national© Kraft restlos In den Dienst der 
Nation su stellen." 1
(Translated: The supposition (bases)
under the condition of which a German struc­
ture of state can develop at all, therefor© 
have to be: Unification of all Germans of
Europe. education to national conviction 
(pride;* and willingness to place the entire 
national strength to the service of the nation.)
It seems that the supposition for the creation of a 
German structure of state are physiological and psycholo­
gical In nature. The unification of all Germans In one 
state might be considered as the achievement of a physical 
one-ness or entity. The psychological unification of this 
physical entity might b© obtained by means of education to 
national conviction* which could be regarded as the replace­
ment of the Individual object of pride by a common object
1. Walter Espe, Pas Buch der NSDAP, p. 114
Hitler*s speech on April 10, 1923.
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pride; i.e., the nation* Thus, the physical ontlt
.ecor.ie a nc*rcholor.ical entity, at least in respectV 9
,~4-to price ana conviction, m e  aenxevouont oi a common 
willingness as to working for the nation night b© con­
sidered to X- 0  c*.!- j. O  "L i iO I* to psychological unity*
If the will of the individual would be directed 
toward (X  w OT.-a. ion national willingness, possibly by means 
of education, then will seems no longer to remain a mental 
capacity of the individual, but is apparently fused to the 
over and above concept of a ‘national will* * In other 
words, the individual Is to give up his own will in order 
to be an insignificant constituent of the common national 
will* The national will would then be beyond the control 
of the individual, yet simultaneously control the indi­
vidual .
The concept of ‘national strength* or efficiency 
could be defined as the summation of the individuals' 
strength on a national scale. If the individual should 
have to work in the frame of the national efficiency, 
whi ch is placed to the service of the nation as a whole, 
then the individual would work for the common profit and 
not for himself. Rosenberg expresses this Idea In the 
‘Party-Program 1 as M •••common profit before personal 
profit..*1*^  In the final consequence this could mean 
that the Individual1 s welfare— perhaps even his life—  
may be sacrificed for the profit of the whole nation.
1. Alfred Rosenberg, Daa Parbeiprpgram, p. 80.
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In summary it might be assumed that the supposition 
for a ’German structure of state* is the formation of a 
physical and psychological entity of the people. By sac­
rificing individual rights and privileges, such as pride, 
will and welfare for the good of the whole nation, the 
state is achieved*
Evidence that a psychological entity of the people Is 
not only desired as a supposition for a German form of 
state, but, after Its creation, is apparently stimulated 
to grow into a more and more integrate mental unity might 
bo obtained through the following statements hitler writes 
in his oook Mein Kampf t 11 It is therefore the first obli­
gation of a new movement, standing on the grounds of a 
folkish world view, to make sure that its conception of 
the nature and purpose of the state attains a uniform and 
clear character.
The Tfnew movement*1 Is the National Socialistic Party, 
whose leader Is Adolf Hitler; the only party existing In 
the Third Reich. Sine© the philosophy of life or the 
world view of this movement is stated to be folkish in 
character, it might be assumed that its conception of the 
nature and the purpose of the stab© Is also based on this 
folkish world view*
If the first duty of this party is considered to !,mak© 
sure that the conception of..*stat© attains a uniform and 
clear character*1, evidently in the mind of the people, then
1. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph
Manheira, p. 591'."""“’"
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it seems, that the people living In this state are not to 
concern themselves with the conception of their state, but 
they are told what to think about their state. Thus, the 
11 first duty*1 of Hitler’s party is apparently the indoctri­
nation of certain pattern of thought in the people, where­
with a uniform and clear concept of state would be achieved.
It might be assumed that impressing ideas as part of 
a certain pattern one by one upon the people eventuates in 
the achievement of a collective pattern of thought for the 
people. If this would be true, then the thoughts of the 
people about their nature would become a prescribed collec­
tive concept, which could be regarded as the actual suppo­
sition for a German form of stato.
The Kature of the State
The nature of the state might be thought of as wth© 
agent, force or principle, or set of such forces or prin­
ciple, viewed as creating, controlling, or guiding. .***-the 
people. Applying this definition to the state under dis­
cussion, we may Inquire Into the agent or principle which 
is the essence of this state.
Since Rosenberg states In the Declaration of the Party 
Program: ”...we demand the creation of a strong centralized
power of the Reichf,f It seems that the essential agent of 
this state Is a strong power. Hitler apparently endorses
1. Webster’s Collegiate Dictionaryj p. 663) "Uature" #6.
2. Alfred Rosenberg, Das Farte1program, p. 26.
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this statement In a speech when he said:
"Gewiss, eine Regierung braueht Macht, sie 
braueht Kraft. Sie sollf ich mochte fast sagen, 
mit brutaler R&cksichslosigkeit ihre als richtig 
©rkannten Ideen durchdr&cken, gestdtzt auf die 
tatsdchliche Autoritdt der St irk© im Staat.**3-
(Translated: Certainly a government needs
power, it needs strength. It shall, I might say, 
press through with brutal ruthlessness, ideas, 
which It ha3 recognized as right, reiving on the 
real authority of power in the state.)
Thus it might b© assumed that the nature of the state 
Is a strong power. The government, which might be regarded 
as th© material manifestation of the stateform and with it 
of th© state, seems to execute this power In respect to 
the people.
If a government can enforce * ruthlessly1 ideas which 
•It recognizes as right1, then this government has a super­
ior power than the people and this government Is also the 
supreme judge of ideas. These ideas would include those 
which are not necessarily In agreement with those of the 
people.
It might be interesting to find out whether or not 
the function of being th© supremo judge of ideas is be­
stowed upon the government by the people or at least by 
the majority of th© people, Evidence in answering this 
question might bo obtained by discussing the following 
Hitler statement. He said:
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der IISPAP, p. 64. 
Hitler’s b peech in Spring, 1921•
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"Was unser Volk braueht sind nicht parle- 
mentarische Ftfhrer, sondern solche, die ent- 
schlossen sind, das, was sie vor Gott, dor 
Welt und ihrem Gewissen als reeht ©rkennen, 
durohzusetzen, wenn notwendig gegen Majori- 
t$ten*" 1
(Translated: What our poopl© need ar©
not parliamentary leaders, but those who are 
determined to carry through if necessary 
against the majorities, what they recognize 
as right in th© face of God, th© world and 
their conscience#)
Thus it appears from this quotation that th© attri­
bute of superiority in the government, and with it the 
foregoing discussed function of supreme judge of ideas, 
is not necessarily bestowed on it by th© will of th© 
people or th© majority of the people, which could be 
represented by the majority of the parliament# This 
assumption might b© supported by Hitler’s statement: 
"Deutschland wird nur gerettot warden durch die Z©r- 
trummerung der &ajoritatI(Translated: Germany will
only be saved by th© destruction of th© majority!)
Assuming that Hitler might believe that a govern­
ment of the national socialistic party can 1 save * Germany, 
then this government does not seem to represent nor even 
respect the will of the majority of the people, but appar­
ently intends to destroy th© majority# Instead, as Hitler 
put it, this government would be constituted of leaders 
1who are determined to carry through##*miiat they recognize 
as right in face of God, the world and their conscience*f
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p# 139#
Hitler*s speech on April 27, 1923.
2# Ibid#, p# 161, Hitler’s speech on September 12, 1923#
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If it could b© assumed that 1} God does not judge 
publicly in this world; 2) that the world as such cannot 
judge unless it is represented by the majority of th© 
people which is to be destroyed, as Hitler stated; and 
5) that conscience is a mental concept for the moral 
judgment of one’s own conduct; and if these three in­
stances are considered to be th© only judges for a 
government, i.e.* for the leaders of a state, then it 
might be assumed that these men are not responsible to 
any public jurisdiction and they escape any public con­
trol. It might be said that under these suppositions 
th© leaders of this state are their own judges. At th© 
same time they seem to have th© right ♦press through 
ruthlessly* those things or Ideas which they ♦recognise 
as right, relying on th© real authority of power in th© 
state.* 1
Considering that Adolf Hitler became th© head of th© 
government and the state, th© foregoing assumptions might 
be applied to him. In other words it could be'that those 
ideas, which Hitler recognized as right, became a law to 
th© people. This theory might be supported by a quota­
tion of the national socialistic literature, which reads:
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p. 64
Hitler’s speech in Spring, 1921. Translated.
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11 Dam It hat der deutsch© Gedanke geslegt 
in Menschen, die . das Reich bauen nach 
Gesetzen, die der Puhrer befahl,1*^
(Translated: Therewith the German thought
was victorious in people, who ... built the Reich 
according to laws, which the Puhrer ordered.)
Or as the author G. M* Gilbert quotes Hitler: "Laws are
only valid because they bear my name *
According to these quotations it seems that Hitler, 
in representing th© government and with it the state, 
applies Kantfs "Categorical Imperative" to himself, which 
reads: "Act in such a way, that thy conduct may be taken
as a universal rule."** And continues: The action, which
according to this rule, after exclusion of all causes by 
tendencies is objectively practical, is duty. Interpreting 
this assumption, this would mean: "In this moral realm,
Kant would assert, a man is indeed subject to ... law which 
he finds in himself ... This moral law is that which every 
man, acting as a rational being, regards as properly appli­
cable both to himself and every other person."^
Thus it appears that Hitler, in applying the philo­
sophic assumption of Emanuel Kant to himself, makes his 
own ideas which he recognized as right, universal laws;
i.e., laws for the people, backed by th© centralized power 
owned by him and his government.
1. Dr. Will Decker, Die politlsche Aufgabe des Arbeits- 
dienstes» p. 23.
2. G. M. Gilbert, The Psychology of Dictatorship, p. 76*
3. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gospel of Superman, by 
Henri Liehtenberg, p. 114.
4. Kurt London, Background of Conflicts, p. 44.
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Hitler seems to believe in the dictatorial assumption 
of the right of one to lead all of the people. Moreover, 
he apparently assumes that all German people are alike, 
supported by reference number 1, page 19, since the ideas 
which are righteous and beneficial for him are the same to 
the rest of the people.
Then he might be the leader, which is analyzed by the 
author of an edition of the national socialistic book ser­
ies for the Political University, who writes:
( "Fuhrer sein helsst.•.seinen Stempel elnem 
gr<4 sseren oder kleineren Krels aufzupragen. 
Fuhrer sein, das heisst, sein eigenes Gesetz 
der Zeit ssu diktieren.n
(Translated: To be a leader means...to
imprint one*s own mark on a larger or smaller 
circle. To be leader means to dictate one*s
proper laws to the time).
Hitler did become the leader of the German people; he 
was the head of the state and also th© head of the govern­
ment. In reference to the assumption that Hitler did 
actually dictate his laws to the people, based on the 
power he had, so that there existed no difference of 
opinion anymore--at least on the surface--the following 
may be quoted: "May the world be convinced by this decla­
ration that...the German nation declares that it holds
Identical views as Its government•
1. Dr. Willy Hoppe, Die l?uhr e pe r a on 11 chke i t in der 
deutschen Geachlchte, p. 6.
2. Germany declares for Peace, p. 13.
Hitler* s speech on "dctober 14, 1933.
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In summary It might be said that the state Is in 
essence a highly centralized power, The essential princi­
ple of the state is that the government is constituted by 
men, who are their own judges, and the head of state and 
government has the right to make his will a law to the 
people,
The Functions of th© State
From the psychological viewpoint, the functions of 
a state might be defined as the special purpose or charac­
teristic actions a state fulfills In regard to its people. 
In his major work Mein Kampf , Hitler writes elabor­
ately about the purpose of th© state he perceives. It 
might be well to start the discussion with what Is quoted 
as the "basic realization" concerning the functions of 
this state. He writes: "Thus th© basic realization Is:
That the state represents no end, but a means. It Is, to 
be sure, the premise for the formation of a higher human 
culture, but not its cause, which lies exclusively In th© 
existence of a race capable of culture,"1
According to this statement, it appears that the 
state as such has no end in Itself, Moreover, the stated 
special purpose Is that it functions as "a means to an 
end". As a means, the state seems to be serving as a 
premise for "the formation of a higher human culture".
1. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf , translated by Ralph 
Manhaim; p, 391,
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In other words, the state would create the environment for 
the development of a higher culture* Thus, one charac­
teristic function of the state seems to bo that of creat­
ing a specific environment for a people, or race, as 
Hitler terms it*
But the functions of the state do not seem to be 
limited to the provision of a surrounding for th© race, 
but furthermore seem to be concerned with the race Itself, 
for Hitler writes:
"Th© state is means to an end* Its end 
lies In the preservation and advancement of 
a community of physically and psychically 
homogeneous creatures. This preservation 
Itself comprises first of all existence as 
a race and thereby permits the free develop­
ment of all the forces dormant in this race.
Of them a part will always primarily serve 
the preservation of physical life, and only 
the remaining part the promotion of a further 
spiritual development* Actually the one 
always creates the precondition for the 
other.
If the state serves the purpose of preservation and 
advancement of a community, then the state apparently 
functions directly in regard to the people* Moreover, 
it might be assumed that the state doals with the people 
as an entity of "physically and psychically homogeneous 
creatures”. In other words, the state seems to regard 
the people as a one-ness, which can be dealt with as a 
single unit and responds as such. There appears to be 
no acknowledgment as to individual differences among the
1. Ibid., p. 393,
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people, neither in physical nor In mental respects, which 
might support the previous assumption concerning his belief 
that all Germans are alike*
Respective to the last quotation, the functions of the 
state seem to be a means to the preservation and advance­
ment of the community. It might be assumed that the func­
tion of preserving is concerned with the physical nature 
of the people, such as for instance procreation, etc., 
and the function of advancement of the people concerns 
the spiritual development of the people. If this should 
b© true, then the state functions directly in regard to 
the physical and mental life of the people*
Thus It seems that the state takes over the right to 
shape th© life of the people, who seem to have no longer 
any right nor freedom over themselves*
If we consider the right and ability to advance and 
to preserve oneself to pertain to a personality; and if 
we consider that not all creatures are human beings, who 
are assumed to have a personality, then It appears dubious 
whether Hitler even regards the 1 creatures? of his community 
as persons with corresponding human rights* If the state 
claims the right to advance and preserve human life, then 
the state claims personality rights, which It apparently 
denies to its people. Horoovor, if the state would claim 
rights of a personality, which could be assumed to pertain 
to a personality, and If one considers that Hitler is the 
author of tho statements under discussion, then it could 
be assumed that Hitler identifies himself with the psycho­
logical concept of state, and secures personal rights for
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himself, which he does not recognize in the people. In 
other words, th© idea of state receives its material ex­
pression In the person of its leader. This hypothesis 
might be illustrated by statements of two authors. Konrad 
Heiden quotes Herman Goering, a close personal and politi­
cal associate of Hitler, in the following statements 
w(Goering): * ... Adolf Hitler is Germany and Germany is
Adolf Hitler.*”^ And the author William D. Bayles writes: 
nThe mystical concept, ’Hitler is Germany; Germany is 
Hitler,1 was emphasized in political speeches and paper 
headlines.
If these quotations are assumed to be correct, then 
they might present supporting evidence to the foregoing 
assumption concerning the personification of the state 
In its leader, which is Adolf Hitler. Then Hitler would 
represent in person everything the state stands for.
In regard to the functions of the state, they might 
be assumed to be functions of a person; that Is to say, 
of the leader of the state, which was Adolf Hitler, on 
whom might be bestowed superior rights because of superior 
qualities•
If we assume that the mental concept of the state 
receives its expression in the person of Adolf Hitler, 
the government under his leadership would then be the
1. Konrad Heiden, Per Fuhrer, translated by Ralph 
Manheim, pp. 758, 7§§.
2. William D. Bayles, Caesars in Goose Steps, pp. 53, 54.
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bo the authority which, would execute his ideas. It might 
then be assumed that the special purpose of the government 
is to be an expedient instrument* i. e an efficient means 
to an end, in the hand of the leader serving an end, which 
is defined by the leader. In support of this assumption, 
Hitler is ejected as follows: 11 The form of government no 
longer seems inviolable by the mere fact of its existence, 
but is examined as to its expediency.
In order to give evidence as to the moral standard 
of the state and government as the mode of its expedience 
the next statement -might be cited:
”Mogen win Inhuman sc in I Abor wenn wir 
Deutschland rotten, habon wird die gr&sste Tat 
der Welt vollbracl.itI Mdfgen wir Unrecht tun!
Aber wenn wir Deutschland rotten, haben wir 
das gr#3sto tTnrecht dor 'felt beseitigt. Mdgen 
wir unsittlich sainJ Aber wenn unsor Volk 
gerettet wird, haben wir der Sittilchkeit 
wieder Bahn gebrochen.
(Translated: Hay we be inhumaneI But
if we save Germany, we have accomplished the 
greatest deed in the world! May w© do injus­
tice! But if we save Germany we have removed 
the greatest injustice of the world. May we 
b© Immoral, but if we save our people, we 
beat again the path for morality.)
The basic assumption of this statement seems to be 
the proverb or slogan ”tho end sanctifies the means”.
If the government functions as a means to an end, and 
If the end is to ’save* the people or nthe highest freedom”^
1. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph
H anhe im; p • 388.
2* "falter Espe, Das 3uch der* N3DAP, p. 132.
Hitler’s spee'cYi on April 26, 1^23.
3. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph
Manhe Ira.; p * 388
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of the people or ,fthe preservation and advancement of 
the community"etc., then the moral value of the end 
apparently sanctifies the means. In other words, regard­
less of the standard of morality of the government or the 
state, Its actions are sanctified or justified In view of 
the high morality of the goal which it serves. If this 
would be true, then the state could do no wrong in the 
process of striving toward the goal; i.e., in its func­
tion as a means to the end.
If this assumption could b© related to the previous 
assumption concerning the personification of the state 
in Its leader, Adolf Hitler, then William D. Bayles might 
be quoted in support; he writes 5 ,f 1 Hitler is always right, 
Hitler can do no wrong1 , proclaimed countless Nazi propa­
gandists .
Achievements of the State
It is generally known that the National Socialistic 
Reich under the leadership of Adolf Hitler and his National 
Socialistic Party was a totalitarian state with a one-party 
system.
In a speech of the year 1938, that is five years after 
his Installation into power, Hitler cites the achievements 
of the state as follows;
1. Ibid., p. 393.
2. William D. Bayles, Caesars in Goose Stei$, p. 54.
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"Die grosste Sicherung dieser national 
soziatischen Revolution liegt fdhrung smassig 
naeh innen und aussen in der restlosen Erfas- 
sung das Reiches und all seiner Einrichtungen 
und Institutionen durch die Natlonalsozialis- 
tische Partei. . ..Es gibt keine Institution 
in diesem Staat, die nicht nationalsozialis- 
tisch 1st.
(Translated: The greatest assurance of
this national socialistic revolution lies con­
cerning tho moans of loading* internally and 
externally in the absolute seizure of the Reich 
and all its establishments and Institutions by 
the national socialistic party, ♦••There are 
no institutions in this state which are not 
national socialistic*"
According to this statement, Hitler created a state 
which was patterned In absolute conformity to the national 
socialistic ideology or philosophy, without exception nor 
deviation from the standards set. Moreover it seems that 
the state applied Its previously assumed centralized power 
as a means to obtain complete control over the people, and 
with It the insurance of their conformity*
"Highest freedom1^  was cited by Hitler to be the end 
which the state serves as a means. In regard to the fore­
going statement, it might mean the obtalnance of freedom 
to conform or a freedom inside the national socialistic 
pattern.
In summary, it might be assumed that the state accom­
plished the Imposition of the national socialistic pattern 
of thought and life on the people and moreover accomplished 
their conformity to it.
1. Rede des Fuhrers und Reichskanzlers Adolf Hitler am 20. 
February ,‘~Tffg87~pT~i5~;--------------------- ----------
2. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf» translated by Ralph Manheim, 
p . 388.
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SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS OF THE CHAPTER "THE STATE”
The Form of the State
1. The people are an entity* They are a collective 
group with a collective nature*
2. Matter and Idea are two separate entities*
5. The stateform is the result of a psychological 
concept*
4* The stateform is so elemental that the people can 
understand it without thought.
5. The stateform Is so powerful that the people have 
to accept it without choice.
6. The stateform is imposed upon the people.
7. The supposition for a German structure cf State Is 
the physical and psychological unification of the 
people Into a uniform one-ness*
8. The one-ness of the people Is achieved by sacrific­
ing individual rights and privileges according to 
the theory "common profit before personal profit.”
9. The endeavor to achieve a collective mind in the people* 
10. The control of the collective mind and a controlled con­
cept of the collective nature are the suppositions for 
the national socialistic stateform.
The Nature of the State
1. The essential force of the State is a centralized 
power•
2. The essential principle of the State Is the right of 
the leader to dictate his will as a law to the people.
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3. The leaders of the state are not submitted to any 
public jurisdiction nor control.
4. The more able in this .:tate have the right to control 
the behavior of the less ablo.
5. The government executes the power of the State in 
respect to the people.
6. The government does not represent the majority of 
the people.
7. The government has supreme power over the people.
8. The government is the supreme judge of ideas in 
regard to the people.
The Functions of the State
1. The State functions as a means to an ©nd.
2. The State functions in creating a specific environ­
ment.
3* The State functions as a means for physical preser­
vation and mental advancement of the community.
4. The State functions directly in regard to the physical 
and mental life of the people.
5. The State has the right and privileges of a person­
ality.
6. The psychological concept of State receives its 
material expression in the person of the leader of 
the State.
7. The government becomes an expedient instrument in 
the hands of the leader.
8. The government executes the orders of the leader in 
regard to the people.
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9. The functions of the government are sanctified by
the end it serves.
10. Hitler, the leader, can do no wrong.
11 * The State can do no wrong.
12. There are no individual differences.
13. All German people are physically and mentally
homogeneous.
The Achievements of the State
1. The State functions in absolute conformity to the 
national socialistic philosophy*
2. The State obtained absolute control over the life 
of the people*
3. The people live and think in absolute conformity 
to the national socialistic ideology*
4* The freedom of the people is a freedom limited by
the national socialistic pattern of life and thought*
CHAPTER XXI
PEOPLE
The subject under* discussion In this chapter is th© 
nature of the people. Th© term ’people1 applies to the 
German people.
This discussion signifies an attempt to bring forth 
some evidence of th© national socialistic assumptions of 
people*
Th© national socialistic ideas are presented chiefly 
through statements by Adolf Hitler, who is considered to 
be the founder and leader of th© national socialistic 
movement *
Th© subject is discussed in regard to 1} th© social 
nature of th© people, 2) the physical nature of the people 
and 3) th© mental nature of the people. The quoted state­
ments are selected according to their apparent signifi­
cance. They are arranged according to viewpoints which 
seemed to be popular as well as frequently elaborated in 
national socialistic speeches and literature.
The Social Hature of the People
It was previously assumed in a discussion cn the 
subject of State, that the people are an entity. W© are 
now concerned to find out the social nature of this entity 
or what kind of social order exists among the people* The 
clearest statements in this regard are to be found in 
Hitler speeches out of th© early twenties.
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In 1923 H 5.tie r s a ya :
"Kin Deutschland ;m s s  geschmiedet werde 
von denen, die nlcht Burger noeh Proletarler 
soin wollon, sondern nur Deutsche.” -^
(Translated: A Germany has to be forged
of those, who do not want to be burgher (one 
of the middle class) nor proletarien, but only 
Germans•)
This suggests that Hitler does not want the Individual 
German to consider himself a member of a social class, such 
as the middle class or the worker’s class, but he wants 
the Individual German to be member of the people only.
Thus it seems that the national status of th© individual 
Is superior to a social status. If so little or no im­
portance is placed on th© social status of an individual,
It might be assumed that personal achievement, such as 
gaining a social status, is devaluated. In its place 
steps the national status, which usually Is not due to 
personal effort or work. It seems that the individual 
is therefor© deprived of an Important part of its person­
ality, the personal gain and satisfaction of th® personal 
achievement•
Since Hitler does seem to think so little of a social 
status it might be of interest to present a statement on 
his Ideas of th© social classes themselves. He states 
as follows t
1. Walter Esp©, Das Buch der HSDAP, p. 160.
Hitler1 3 speech on "Scp'tamber 13, 1923.
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T?Es gibt und karm kelne Klassen geben. 
Klassen helsst Kast und Kaste heisst Basse.
. .,3o i uri3 aber In Deutschland wo jeder glei- 
ches Blut tragt, der dberraupt Deutscher 1st, 
und gloiche Augen hat und die gleiohe 3prach© 
spricht, da karm es keine Klassen geben, da 
gibt os nur ©in Volk und welter nichts. ^
(Translated: There are no classes and
can be no classes. Classes are castes and 
castes are races* ...But here in Germany, 
where everybody has the same blood, who Is 
German at all, and has the same eyes and 
speaks the same language, there cannot exist 
any classes, there is only one people and 
nothing else.)
This gives evidence that no social classes at all 
may exist In the German people. Perhaps the people are 
considered to be not only a racial class, as Hitler ex­
presses It clearly, but also a social class. Yet, in 
either case, there is only one group or class to be dealt 
with: the people, without any subordinated social clas­
ses. All persons of the same national status; i.e., 
being German, are members of this group without social 
distinction from one another.
Thus It might be assumed that there is no social 
order In the German people. There is but one mass of 
people and every individual German belongs to it* The 
common bond which ‘forges1 them together Is their nation­
ality or race.
1. Ibid., p. 65; Hitler’s speech In Spring, 1921 In
’"Zirkuc Krone *•
2. Ibid., p. 160; Hitler’s speech on September 12, 1923. 
Translated.
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This assumption might be supported by a statement in 
which Hitler actually refers to the 'broad mass' of the 
people. He said:
"Wo liegt dann die Kraft noch im deut- 
schen Volk? Sie liegt Immer noch in der 
breiten Masse. Da schlummert die Energie 
und wartet auf den, der sie aufruft aus Ih- 
rem bisherlgen Schlummer und sie hineinwlrft 
in den 3ehicksalskampf der deutschen Rasse.
...NIcht In unseren politischen Salons liegt 
die Kraft der Nation, sondern in der Faust, 
in der Stirn und im Wlllen der breiten Biasse.1*1
(Translated: Then where is the vigor
(energy) In the German people? It still lies 
in the broad mass. There the energies slumber 
and wait for him, who summons them out their 
hitherto existing slumber and throws them 
Into the fateful fight of the German race 
...Not in our political drawing-rooms lies 
the strength of the nation, but In the fist, 
in the mind and the will of the broad mass.)
Thus, Hitler seems to believe In the existence of 
the broad mass of the people. Because he assumes the 
power of th© nation to be In the broad mass. Apparently 
he does not care to deal with persons not belonging to 
th© broad mass, such as trained politicians, indicated 
by his reference to the 'political drawing-rooms'. His 
attention seems to be focused on the potential energies 
of th© mass. These energies, still 'slumbering' or in 
other words unorganized, might beoorae a forceful power 
once they are 'summoned' or organized. He says the 
strength of the nation lies in 'the fist', 'the mind', 
and 'the will* of the broad mass, which seems to suggest
1* Ibid., p. 135; Hitler's speech on April 20, 1923.
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th© channels through which the potential energies might 
be released or organized by a leader of the mass* For 
instance! one might implant an idea into the mind of 
th© mass, assuming the mass to be the entity people; 
then one could direct or influence th© will of the mass 
toward the decision to act according to this idea* By 
this process the mental energies of the mass might b© 
organized toward one goals the execution of the idea, 
which might be achieved through the energies in the 
fist of the mass.
This might offer an explanation as to why Hitler 
cites the mind, will and fist of the mass in regard to 
th© potential strength of the people. In addition to 
this, assuming th© people to be a * broad mass* without 
a social order but with potential energies awaiting th© 
summoning, the mass seems to be ready as well as waiting 
for a leader to organize its energies* It is to be 
remembered that these statements date back to a time 
(1921,1923) when Hitler was Introducing his ideas to 
the people as the head of a new movement, which was 
called th© National Socialistic Party* Thus, this was 
about ten years previous to the time when he actually 
became the leader of the German people*
Seemingly closely associated with the assumptions 
about the carriers of the potential energies In the broad 
mass is th© following statement, quoted from another 
Hitler speech!
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"Die Voraussetzunge, unter denen sich 
uberhaupt ein deutsches Staatsgebilde ent- 
falten kann, mussan deshalb aein: Einigung
aller Deutscher Europas, Erzlohung zum National- 
bewusstsein und die Bereitwilligkeit, die ganz© 
national© Kraft restlos in den Dienst der Na­
tion zu stellen."1
(Translated: The suppositions, in which
a German structure of state can develop at all, 
have to be: unification of all Germans in
Europe, education to patriotism, and th© wil­
lingness to place the entire national strength 
absolutely to the service of the nation,)
(Not©: this statement is discussed in th©
Chapter fState1, in view of th© chapter1s sub­
ject, Here it is discussed in terms of its 
significance for the people and their social 
order,)
Three Ideas seem to b© strikingly similar to the pre­
vious assumptions: 1) education to patriotism, or educa­
tion to love and be proud of one’s country; 2) th© premise 
of willingness to 3) absolute service to the nation. In 
other words, Hitler wants the entire national strength or 
energies placed absolutely to the service of the nation. 
This idea he obviously implants into the mind; I.e., collec­
tive mind, of th© people by means of education to patriot­
ism or love, consideration and pride for the country, 
assuming that he who loves his country works for it, or 
as he expresses it: "Any man who loves his people proves
it solely by the sacrifices which he Is prepared to make 
2
for it," Th© premise of willingness, which might be also
1, Ibid,, p, 114; Hitler*s speech on April 10, 1923.
2, Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph 
Manhelm, p, 426.
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secured by means of education, could be obtained by organ­
izing the will of the mass of people. This might signify 
the step between or from the idea, which is in this case 
the idea of patriotism, to its realization, which would 
be then the service to the nation. Assuming this to b© 
true, one could be led to believe that this means the 
total organization of the broad mass and with it the 
organization of the slumbering energies of the mass, 
bringing them under an absolute leadership.
After his installation as leader of the German people, 
Hitler gives a statement through which it might b© evident 
that he carried out his intentions as discussed previously. 
He says:
"Wir s ind so sehr Gemeinschaft geworden, 
dass uns nur eln Wunsch erfullt * es mochten 
all© Bestandteiie unseres Volkes ihr bestes 
Tail belsteuern zum Reichtum unseres gemein- 
samen, natlonalan Lebens,nl
(Translated: We became so much of a
community that w© have only one desire:
©very constituent part of our people may 
contribute his best to the prosperity of 
our common, national lif©.)
It seems that after Hitler took the leadership the 
people became one big community, or one broad mass of
p
people, ’forged1 together by their national status. At 
this point it also seems obvious that all constituent
1. Hltlerworte, p. 29; Hitler * s speech on the Reieh- 
sparteitag, 1933.
2. Walter Espe, Das Buch der USEAF, p. 160.
Hitler’s speecBT’on § eptember IS, 1923. Translated.
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parts of the mass are assumed to have placed fchelr entire 
energies to the absolute service of the nation, For Hitler 
now expresses the wish that every member of the community 
contributes his best to the ’prosperity of the common 
national life’. Thus he seems to believe in the exis­
tence of a common national life, which is shared by every 
constituent part of the community.
In summary it might b© assumed that the jjsople as an 
entity are one national community without a social order, 
participating in a common national life, without possess­
ing any subordinated social life. Furtheron the constit­
uent part of th© national community seems to obtain Its 
value by its national status, making It a national being 
In essence. Thus the constituent part, as well as the mass 
of the people, seem to be regarded in substance as a national 
or racial unit and not as a social unit.
In respect to the entire human society It might be 
assumed that Hitler does not consider the German people 
a part of it, since its nationality is not shared by th© 
rest of the human society on which his distinct emphasis 
seems to be placed.
The Physical Nature of the People
In view of the physical nature of th© people state­
ments from speeches and literature of national socialistic 
origin are frequently concerned with the term ’blood*.
Since this observation might be of significance, th©
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first part of this discussion shall be an attempt to clarify 
the meaning of the term * blood1 in tli© national socialistic 
sense and to search for assumptions possibly associated 
with it.
It should bo kept in mind that any poosIblo genetic 
theories assumed with * blood1 are omitted in this discus- 
s i on,
The apparent significance of what Is called 1 blood* 
might become evident In a statement issued by Alfred 
Rosenberg* He writes:
”. •.der deutsche Nationalismus• Dieser 
1st Immer vom Blut ausgegangen. * ., Intmer aber, 
wenn ©In ErwacKen durch Deutschland . -ing, ist 
dieser Blutsgedanko lebendlg gewesen. ...Und 
wenn as gelingt, aus dem ronst vielgestaltigen 
deutschen Volk mit all selnen Individualis- 
tischen Regungen einon elnzigon bluterfullten 
Block von 70 Mlllionen zu schaffen, dann ist 
dieser Blutsglaubo fur Deutschland der alioin 
mogliche und all©In sch^pferische und all©In 
zu untorstutzend©.”1
(Translated: ...the Berman Nationalism*
This always started from the blood. ...When­
ever a n awakening went through Germany this 
blood-thought became alive. ...And If it will 
succeed to create a single blood-filled block 
of 70 Million Germans, from the variety of 
German people with its individualistic motions, 
then this blood-creed is for Germany the only 
creed possible, and the only creative one, and 
the only one to be supported.)
Rosenberg calls Nationalism, the theory of devotion to 
national Interest or national unity? a blood-thought. He 
states that it * always started from the blood*. It seems
1. Alfred Rosenberg, Krlse und Neubau Europas, p. 11.
2. Webster * s Collegiate Dictionary; f,ismw, p. 535; 
wnatlonalism'1, p. 662.
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that h© believes therefore in a capacity of the blood to 
stimulate thoughts; i.e*, nationalistic thoughts*
Blood is "the red fluid circulating in the arteries, 
capillaries, and veins; it carries oxygen and reconstruc­
tive material to the tissues and removes from them carbon
nldioxide and other waste products. x Therefore, blood 
might be assumed to carry nourishment to all parts of 
the body, including the brain, an activity of which 
could be considered the process of thinking*
If the same Ideas are produced In a people, because 
of their equivalent kind of blood, then blood might be 
assumed to be an Important factor in the process of 
creating ideas* However, there Is nothing said directly 
to specify whether the blood as such stimulates the 
thoughts, influences them, creates them, or whether 
blood and thought are synonymous concepts, etc* In 
any case there seems to be a close association between 
blood and thoughts according to Rosenberg*s statement*
To highlight and Illustrate this assumption, the follow­
ing quotation of the article "Brain Surgery and Psychology" 
by William H, Thompson, Ph* D*, may be cited;
"We may further inquire If thought Is the 
product of the nervous system anymore than the 
vascular system* In fact, Is there any somatic 
system that Is anything but contributory to the 
whole state of being that we call being alive 
to the world about us?”2
Stedman1 s Medical Dictionary; ”blood", p. 150.
2* William H. Thompson, Ph. D., "Brain Surgery and Psy­
chology", Reprint from The Journal of Abnormal and 
Social Psychology, ^ol* XXXY, NoY"3, October-December, 
1936* p . 2 § Q *
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Moreover, Rosenberg apparently regards blood and thought 
as one unit and not as separate ones, although blood 
might be considered as physical in essence, and thought 
as mental in essence. If this would be true, then the 
underlying assumption in Rosenberg’s statement might be 
a confused theory of monism; i.e., believing In a rela­
tionship of body and soul, but without commitment as to 
how they are related. It might be suggested that the 
monistic assumption of these particular statements of 
Hitler is a contradiction to the previously assumed 
dualistic idea, Hitler seemed to have in his statements 
regarding the nature of the people in relation to a 
German structure of state.'*
Accordingly, a ’single bloodfilled block1 could 
be assumed to be an entity of people, having the same 
blood and the same Ideas. This hypothesis might be used 
in explaining the term ’blood creed* as a creed which 
follows out the alikeness of the blood in a people 
and believes in the alikeness of blood which binds 70 
million individuals Into a one-ness.
Another lead to find the meaning of ’blood* might 
be taken from a quotation out of a Hitler speech. He 
said:
"Vielleicht sum erstenmal In der 
Geschichte Beutschlands fiel in dieser Zeit 
der Blick sehender Deutsche nicht mehr auf 
den Staat Oder gar auf die WIrtschaft als 
wesentlichsten Erscheining und Punktionen
Refer to Chapter II, "The State,w p. 7.
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menschiIchen Dasein, sondern auf das 
Seln und Wesen der ©wigen Substanz, 
die der TrSger des Staates und damit 
selbstverst&ndllch auch der Wirtschaft ist*
<1
Tiber die polit.ischen und wlrtschaft- 
lichen Ideal© vergangener Zeit erhob sich 
damit bestIramend ©in neues: das Vdlkisehe. ...
All© jene Bindungen die in fruheren 
Zeiten den Blick in die nationalen Notwendig- 
keiten zu truben, verwirren und zu lahmen ver- 
mochten, verloren von jetzt ab ihren Einfluss 
und damit ihre Bedeutung. ... angesiohts der 
Erkenntnis des Wesens der blutbestimmten und 
blutgebundenen Substanz als des Tragers alles 
volkischen Lebens.”^
(Translated: Perhaps for the first time
in the German history, the wise German did no 
longer regard state and economy as the most 
essential aspects and functions of human exis­
tence, but the essence and nature of th© exter­
nal substance, which is the carrier of the state 
and with it of course of th© economy tool
Therewith, a new ideal arose decisively 
above the political and economical Ideals of 
th© past: Th© folkish Ideal. •••
All those strings of former times which 
were able to dim, confuse, and paralyze the 
view for the national necessities, lost from 
her© on their Influence and Importance. ... 
in face of recognizing the nature of the blood-
defined and blood-bound substance as carrier
of all folkish life.)
The ’new ideal,* which is the ’folkish Ideal, * Is
said to be brought about by the recognition of the essence
and nature of a ’substance.* This substance Is stated to 
be ’eternal,1 ’blood-defined,* ’blood-bound,* and it car­
ries ’all folkish life.* It might be assumed that the 
people are actually the substance Hitler speaks of, which 
Is supported through the second reference on the next page.
Bede des Puhrers und Reichakanzlers Adolf Hitler vor 
<iem Reichstag am 20. Februar 1 9 5 8 p. 7'.
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Thus, he considers the people to be defined by blood and 
bound together by blood* The poop!© are also said to b© 
of ’eternal* nature. One could interpret this attribute 
from the genetic view-point, assuming the inheritance of 
the blood throughout generations, and with It, according 
to .former assumptions, tho continuous mental transmittance.
It seems that according to .Hitler, ’blood* is the 
essence of the people and with it the essence of their 
life. Any mental essence of th© people could be inter­
preted only by means of physical terms; i.e., by associat­
ing a mental factor with blood. This seems to be empha­
sized In the following quotations:
"Since nationality or rather race does 
not happen to lie In language but in th© 
blood, we would on iy be justified in speak­
ing of a Germanization if by such a process 
we succeed in transforming the blood of the 
subjected people. But this Is impossible..."^
"Was Ich in dieser Zeit ins Leben rief, 
hat keinen Selbstzweck zu beanspruchen. Alias 
kann und wird verganglich sein. Das Bleibende 
fur uns 1st jene Substanz aus Fleisch und Blut, 
die deutsches Volk heisst.”
(Translated: What I created In this time
cannot claim any end in itself. Everything 
can be and shall be mortal. Th© immortal 
(permanent) for us is that substance of flesh 
and blood which Is named th© German people.)
Hitler believes that race lies in the blood and not 
In the language. With this statement a person’s racial 
belonging is determined by whatever he carries inside of
1. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph 
M&nheim; p. 389. — —
2. Rode des Fuhrers und Reichskanzlers Adolf Hitler 
vor dem Reichstag am £(?♦ Februar 1958; p. 71.
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himself, such as the "blood” of a race and not an outside 
characteristic of a race, such as their means of communica­
tion, their language.
He calls the German people a ’substance of flesh and 
blood’ . Webster defines substance as ’’That which under­
lies all outward manifestations; real, unchanging essence 
or nature; ...that which, constitutes anything what it is * 
According to this definition, the ’flesh and blood’ of the 
German people are their unchanging essence or nature.
It might be well to attempt the evaluation of th© 
last two statements in two modes: First, In connection
to the previous assumptions and second, independently.
Previous Interpretations assumed blood to be physi­
cal as well as mental in nature# i.e.? body and soul were 
considered to be one unit, which was apparently termed 
"blood". Then the membership of race would be established 
by inheritance of the blood, and with It or through It the 
transmittance of the racial spiritual Inheritance, How­
ever, it might be assumed that the physical Inheritance 
"blood", is of primary importance and that without It the 
spiritual heritage cannot be claimed. Because Hitler 
states that without blood a mental acquirement, such as 
language? a person does not become member of a race.
•Flesh and blood1 are said to be the real nature of th©
1. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, "substance",, p. 841.
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people* It is their ’immortal substance’* Flesh is 
usually considered to b© a mortal substance, although
it could be thought of as being immortal through heredi­
tary laws, or through procreation and the corresponding 
laws. This might also apply to th© Immortality of blood, 
looked upon as a physical substance* Since a mental
essence was associated with blood, which was assumed 
In union with the physical nature of blood, it would 
become Immortal too*
Discussing the last statements independent of pre­
vious assumptions one could bo led to the assumption that 
the physical make-up of the human being is all important. 
Blood, the vital fluid in man, seems to make him a member 
of a certain race. Flesh and blood is his basic nature. 
Mental faculties or acquirements are not mentioned to 
have part in the essence of man. One might assume th© 
human mind or soul to bo inferior to his physics or body.
Throughout tho discussion one might be Impressed by 
the obvious emphasis o n the physical part of human nature, 
and by tho apparent omission o f  any mental constituents. 
Blood night bo assumed as a unit or an entity, whether 
it is regarded as a solely physical matter or whether it 
is assumed to be associated with mental matters.
The next objective Is to discuss assumptions con­
cerning the physical nature of the people in relation to 
procreation, a subject of apparent major importance in 
the national socialistic theory.
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Because genetic theories are not intended to be 
brought into discussion only part of the quotations can 
be discussed.
The following quotation out of Hitler*s Mein Kampf 
appears to present the problem. He writes; ”The German 
Reich as a state must embrace all Gormans and has the 
task not only of assembling and preserving the most 
valuable stocks of basic racial elements in this people, 
but slowly and surely of raising them to a dominant 
position.
The task of the state is quoted to 1) assemble,
2 )  preserve, and 3) raise the stocks of racial elements 
in the German people. It is not actually defined what 
is meant by ’’the most valuable stocks of basic racial 
elements”. But one might assume that they are certain 
racial qualifications attributed to the German people.
It is not indicated whether this attribute is a physical 
or mental one. However, it might be assumed that Its 
nature basically is physical, but with it possesses also 
mental qualities. It seems that the ”dominant position11 
to be obtained by the racial species after assembling 
and preserving them Is soma kind of a final goal. One 
might conceive it as a racial superiority achieved by 
physical and mental qualities of the species.
1. Adolf Hitler, Me in Ivampf, translated by Ralph
Manheim; p. 398. "
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Ths intention of assembling, preserving and raising 
certain elements appears to be the basic idea in the 
statement# It seems to indicate a disregard of generally 
assumed rights of man concerning the choice of his place
and mode of living. Hitler states that all Germans must 
live In the German Reich, which leaves the individual 
German without choice in regard to the place. At th® 
same time he seems to lay out certain procreation®! pro­
grams, such as a program of preservation and raising.
Tliis kind of a. program might appear familiar* If It 
would concern the brooding of animal species, but seems 
unusual in regard to human Doings, who might claim the 
right of procreation as one of the most natural ones.
Assuming that a particular group of people have 
no proper right concerning procreation and they are 
regarded as "valuable stocks of basic racial elements", 
which they carry. Then It night be called for a defini­
tion of their new role, to which an answer could be 
found by means of the next quoted statement. Hitler
says:
"This is probably the first time and 
this Is the first country In which people 
aro being taught to realise that, of all 
the tasks which we have to face the noblest 
and most sacrod for mankind is that each 
racial species must preserve the purity of 
blood which God has givon it
1. Adolf Hitler, On National Socialism and World Rela­
tions , p. 10*
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On© might assume the human right of procreation as 
one of the most sacred and noblest rights of mankind,
believing it to be deducted from natural laws* Hitler 
calls a task the "noblest and most sacred" of mankind. 
Thus it seems, that a human right is transformed to a 
human task or duty in the functions for the apparent 
new role of the people as carrier of the most valuable 
stocks of racial elements, however, there seems to be 
one basic difference between the right and the task con­
cerned: the right appeared to be deducted from the laws
of nature, while the task appears to be dictated by the 
laws of a state. In a final instance this could mean 
that the laws of nature are replaced by the laws of the 
state, at least as far as the procreations! functions 
of the people are concerned. If national laws would 
interfere this far in the life of a people, it could ba 
suggested that the people are regarded as a group of 
national beings and not human beings. Hitler refers 
to the task of each racial specie to preserve the pur­
ity of blood a3 a divine gift. This seems to lift the 
ta3k of preservation above the level of the usual or 
ordinary task imposed on the people. It suggests a 
request for superior reverence and fulfillment, which 
appears to be emphasised also by tho imperative form 
of the statement.
It might be valuable for further discussions to 
point out an apparent contradiction in the assumption 
of the foregoing statement: the reference to preserve
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a divine gift, while at the same Instance divine laws* 
i.e., natural laws and with it natural rights are disre­
garded.
For our purpose it sae^s to be unessential to estab­
lish the actual meaning of "purity of blood", and as to 
whether it raally exists in the derman people. Because 
this appears bo be a genetic question.
In summary It might bo assumed that In their new 
role as carrier of basic racial elements * the people do 
nob maintain tha right over their physical functions*
i.e., their proereational lift3, hut. It is given over to 
th© state. Further on they do not seem to be regarded 
as human beings by the state, hut solely as racial 
spec 133 .
The extent and thoroughness of the ©recreational 
task Imposed on the people by the state might become 
evident in the following statement:
"If as the first bach of the state in 
the service and for the welfare of its nation­
ality i3 recognise the preservation, care, and 
development of th© best racial elements, it is 
natural that this car© must not only extend to 
the birth of every national and racial comrade, 
but that It must educate the young offspring 
to become a valuable link in the chain of
^ t  4* 7 c '■ ** .m  ■ •-* ■* i *-> V -t *!-» ^  «L.. U  vU*. -v +, h? v  a u. v
Thus, the basic moans of propagan&lng his program 
to tho people so©ms to bo education. It Is said that 
"the young offspring" is to be educated. This indicates
1, Adolf hitler, wain Khmpf, translated by Ralph 
Manheim; p. 40*77
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that Hitler might bo1leva in the Impressiveness of a 
young mind, which has not yet formed its own ideas and 
is 3 till flexible enough to be molded according to a 
certain ideal, which might be the Tolkien ideal, accord­
ing; to previous quotations, the basis on which National 
Socialism was found. Accordingly, the idea to be im­
pressed by means of education is ’to become a valuable 
link in the chain of future reproduction" as the appar­
ent role of life. It appears that the reproductional 
functions of a person are becoming a matter of the state 
or a national function, which supports the previous as­
sumption concerning the evaluation of the people as 
national usings and not human beings. It suggests that 
the life of a person is estimated In terms of reproduc­
tion, regarded as a service to the nation.
It appears that a person’s life is Insignificant 
in Itself, and that the significance might only be 
gained through the role as a link in the chain of fu­
ture reproduction.
Thus it might be concluded that the role of life 
for a person is to be a link in a chain. Their 1Ife- 
goal is removed out of the individual’s reach or life­
time into the future, The means to achieve the goal 
is by reproduction. Moreover, the goal seems to b© 
collective, that is, it seems to be the goal of the 
chain. Then the link, or the individual, would be only 
a means to the end by its reproductions! functions.
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The assumption about the future purpose or future 
goal set for the people might be more clearly assumed 
through the next statement. Hitler sayss
"In the folkish state, finally, the folk- 
ish philosophy of life must succeed In bringing 
about the nobler age, in which men no longer 
are concerned with breeding dogs, horses, and 
cats, but in elevating man himself, an age In 
which the one knowingly and silently renounces, 
the other joyfully sacrifices and gives.”1
Thus the future goal of the people seems the bring­
ing about of a nobler age by means of reproduction, in 
fact, through planned reproduction. Hitler calls It 
by "elevating man himself”, but in view of the statement 
it might be meant actually by the planned breeding of 
man.
Throughout the chapter on "Folkish State and Hygiene
2
of Race in Hitler’s book Mein Kampf, the terms are out­
lined when an individual Is to "silently renounce" or 
"joyfully sacrifice". In summary it Is this; whenever 
a member of the people is sick or possesses some kind of 
physical or mental defect, it is said to be his duty to 
have no children. If a person is physically and mentally 
healthy, he is to have children* Thus, the Individual 
does not seem to have any choice nor right of procreation. 
He Is told when or when not to have children. However, it 
seems to be called silent renouncing or joyful sacrificing.
1. Ibid., p. 405.
2. Ibid., pp. 446, 447, 448.
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In conclusion, it might be said again that the indi­
vidual member of the people and the people in general have 
no right over their body and their bodily functions*
The Mental Nature of the People
The national socialistic concept of People is now 
discussed in view of the mental nature of the people*
It is attempted to examine statements concerning the 
assumptions about the mind of the people, or their 
capacity for mental activity.
It appears that the national socialists do acknowl­
edge the existence of a psychic essence in human nature 
and with it, in the nature of a people. Rosenberg, often 
referred to as the official philosopher of the Third 
Reich, speaks of the soul of the people. His corres­
ponding statement reads as followss
wBer Kampf urn die Seele des deutsehen 
Volkes 1st mlt In erster Linle auch ©in Kampf 
fur die alte deutsche Auffassung vom Wesen 
und Wert der Arbeit. ...
1Erste Pfllcht jedes ^ Staatsburgers 
muss sein, gelstig oder korperlich zu 
schaffen. Dl© Tatigkeit des ©inzelnen 
darf nlcht gegen die Interessen der All- 
gem© inhe it verstossen, sondern muss 1m 
Rahmen des Gesamten und zum Nutzen aller 
erfolgen.1n1
(Translated: The struggle for the soul
of the German people is also mainly a struggle 
for the old German interpretation of th© nature 
and value of work. ...
1. Alfred Rosenberg, Das Partelprogramm, pp. 32, 33.
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’To work mentally or physically must 
be the first duty of every citizen. The 
activity (work) of the individual must not 
give offense to the interest of the gener­
ality, but kas to take place in the frame
of the whole and to the profit of all.1)
The concept of soul might be defined as ”an entity 
conceived as the essence, substance, animating principle... 
especially of individual life manifested in thinking, will­
ing, knowing,”1
It seems that the idea of work is regarded to be most 
important in the psychic essence of the people. Apparently 
Rosenberg attempts to reach the soul of the people through
the Interpretation of work. Then the idea of work might
be viewed as a manifestation of the psychic essence in the 
people, because the struggle for the soul of the people is 
said to go hand in hand with the struggle for the concept 
of work. Thus Rosenberg might assume that in reaching the 
idea of work in the people, he reaches the soul of the 
people or their psychic substance.
The Ideas of God, self, and universe are not men­
tioned to have part in the soul of the people.
Rosenberg speaks about ’a struggle1 for the inter­
pretation of work. Apparently the people are not to have 
their own ideas about work, but they should aocept the 
’old German Interpretation of the nature and value of 
work’. According to Rosenberg ’ &  general attempt to 
revive the Teutonic State, existing approximately
1, Webster1s Collegiate Dictionary, p. 950.
2. William D. Bayles, Caesars in Goose Steps, p. 210.
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before tho tlrne of Charlemagne (300 A#F#), It might be 
assumed that ho means the Teutonic interpretation of work, 
although the Teutons are generally considered to bo Bar-* 
barians• It seems that Rosenberg values the Teutonic 
Ideas superior to the Ideas of the German people of the 
twen11a th c ontury*
The statement leads to tho max km that a cItIson’s 
first duty is to work# Since & duty as such leaves no 
choice, a citizen seams to have no freedom in choosing 
the activities,of his U f a #  Furthermore, the obligation 
to work Is outlined In regard to Its mode: it Is not to
offend the Interest of the general population and It ha® 
to be to the profit of all# Thus the profit of th© popu­
lation is placed above the profit of th© Individual# It 
might be aaau&od that the welfare of th© Individual Is 
unImportant and the welfare of th®'entire people Is all- 
important# Further discussion on this viewpoint can be 
found in th© chapter of State#
In th® next statement Hitler Is concerned with th© 
’world of ideas’, as a means to unify the people# He 
says:
"Es war nun nlcht die Aufgabe, dies© 
unsore Gedankenwelt dem deufcschen Volk auf- 
zuzwlngen, sondern es war unaoro Absloht, In 
diesor God&nkanwelt das ganze dautsche Volk 
zu einen, d.h# ©lie jen© Einrlchtungon fruhe- 
rer Zeiton zu beseltlgen, die nur ®ls Tra'ger 
odor Symbol deutscher Zerrissenhelt#•*gow©r- 
tot warden konnton#Ml
1* Rod© des Ruhrera und Reichskanzlers Adolf Hitler vor 
dom Reichstag am ¥87 "FeSruar 19381 p# $3*
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(Translated; It was not the task to fore© 
our world of Ideas upon the German people, but 
it was our intention to unify th© Gorman people 
In this world of Ideas; I.e., to abolish all 
those establishments of former times, which 
only could b© evaluated as carrier or symbol 
of German want of union..#)
The basic thought of this statement Is the Intention 
to unify the people in what is called Tour world of ideas1, 
wherewith Hitler probably means the national socialistic 
world of Ideas. Thus, It seems that Hitler attempts a 
unification of th© people by transmitting his ideas to 
all Its members, in assuming a union to b© achieved by 
an uniformity of ideas. This mental uniformity would 
be a result of the acceptance of his pattern of thought. 
Any deviation from this set form of thinking seems to be 
considered a ’want of union*. In order to rule out this 
possibility he intends to ’abolish all those establish­
ments of former times, which only could be evaluated as 
carrier or symbol of German want of union’. This inten­
tion might signify the abolishment of all those stimu­
lants which might react in Individualistic Ideas in the 
people, which he calls German want of union.
In conclusion on© might say that Hitler recognizes 
only his world of Ideas, being national socialistic In 
character, worthy to exist. He seems to value it so 
superior to th© Ideas of the people that he Imposes his 
Ideas upon the people, In other words granting them no 
freedom of thought.
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Dr# Joseph Goebbels, the minister for propaganda, 
states in a book* written for the German University of 
Politics, ideas which might give supporting evidence to 
the foregoing assumption* He ivrites;
!,Der Nationalsosialismus erstrebt nicht 
di© Totalit^t des Staates, sondern die Total!- 
tat der Idee. Das bedeutet eine restlose Durch- 
setzung Jener Anschauungsart, * . .die wir z u n  
Siege gefuhrt haben. 3ie komrat im ges&mten 
fiffontlichen Leben der Nation zur Anwendung 
und macht auch vor den Gebieten der Uirtschaft, 
Kultur, oder Religion nlcht^ halt• In Deutsch­
land kann es par keine Verhaltnissetzung mehr 
eben, die nlchfc clem nationalsozlalistis chen
os'iclit'swln&e 1 bntspr'flcfae.
(Translated: The National Socialism does
not strive for the totality of the state, but 
for the totality of the idea. This means to 
carry through absolutely that philosophy,... 
which we have carried to victory. It (the 
philosophy) applies to the entire public life 
of a nation and also does not stop before the 
fields of economy, culture nor religion. In 
Germany cannot exist any longer a ratio, w h i c h
Is n o t l n  accord an ce wltK the national s ocjails-
tTc "angle of vision.) ..~...~  ' '...~~
If thinking as such would be believed to work accord­
ing to individual pattern of thought in the Individual, 
and if creative thinking would bo regarded as one of th© 
distinguishing qualities of the human mind, then the impo­
sition of a ’totality of Ideas’ upon a people might be 
considered as tho imposition of a fixed pattern of thoughts 
or ideas upon a people, without a place left for individual 
thinking* Then it might soem that this people is deprived 
of any freedom of thought.
1. Joseph Goebbels, Wesen und Gestalt des National- 
s o z lalismus, p . 18.
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The process of replacing the freedom of thought of 
the people by a set pattern of thought, issued by tho 
state, might be called a process of masterminding tho 
people. This would mean that the state in a personi­
fied nature, perhaps represented by Hitler or represen­
tatives of the national socialistic theory, is the mas­
termind, which is so superior and powerful that it molds 
the mind of the people by the imposition of a fixed or 
rigid pattern of ideas. Assuming this to be true, then 
masterminding could mean mental enslavement* Mastermind 
could also be synonymous with fTotality of idea1.
Dr. Goebbels states that the totality of the idea 
has to be applied to the entire public life of this 
nation, even to the religious life, which usually seems 
to pertain to a people's private life. If there exists 
only one ratio o r  proportion, namely the national social­
istic one, then all individual mental and physical life 
seems to take place inside of tbs frame, set by this 
ratio. The totality of idea would mean then a total 
limitation. Then there would be no mental life outside 
or in conflict to the national socialistic proportions* 
And with this mental limitation the physical limitation 
would go hand and hand, i f  the physical life would be 
considered to be the outward manifestation of the mental 
life. Thus it might be assumed that the entire life of 
the people is submitted to the laws of the state. The 
mind of the people and with it their lives seem to be 
submitted to the state to a significant extent.
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The following statement Is concerned with the will 
of the people. Hitler says:
"Wenn das ganze deutsche Volk nur den 
einen Wlllen kennt, frel zu werden, so koimnt 
das Instrument, mlt deni wir unsere Freihelt 
erkampfen werdenI Mag diese Waff© human seln 
Oder nicht! Schafft sie uns die Freihelt, 
sie ist recht vor unserem Gewissen und vor 
unserem Herrgott I ...so lachen wir ueber 
den Fluch der ganzen Welt, wenn aus diesem 
Fluch die Freihelt unserer Rasse herauskommtI”1
(Translated: If the whole German people
knows only one will to become free, then the 
Instrument will come with which we shall gain 
by fighting for our freedom! May this weapon 
b© human© or not! If It gives us the freedom 
it is just befor© our conscience and before 
our Godi ...we laugh at the curse of the 
whole world if out of this curs© comes forth 
the freedom of our race!!)
William James? believes th© will to b© a state of 
mind which might be used as a borrowed concept from this 
particular school of thought to highlight the following 
discussion. Two of Webster*s interpretations of will 
might also be kept in mind In the course of this discus­
sion. Will Is ”...(4b) the total conscious process in­
volved in effecting a decision. (5) The power of choos­
ing; also the power of choosing and of acting In accord­
ance with choice; as freedom of will; oomotimes,..*a dis­
position to act according to certain principles or ideals;n.3
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der HSDAP, p. 150.
Hitler*s speech" o!f Augus£ I , I§23.
2. William James said: "Desire, wish, will are states of 
mind which everybody knows, and which no definition 
can make plainer.” The Principles of Psychology,
Vol. II, Ghapter X X V T T p. 486.
Webster*s Collegiate Dictionary; p. 1153.
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It seems that th© process of willing something and 
acting according to certain principles ar© determined by 
th© mind and th© will of th© individual, which might b© 
different from the next individual. Therefore it appears 
unlikely that, for instance, all members of a people chose 
voluntarily to think alike, act alike and strive toward 
the same goal. Yet, supposing this would be th© case, it 
seems likely that the members of a people are not choos­
ing voluntarily, but rather under pressure* This force 
which might influence their choice could possibly be a 
stronger will Imposed upon them, to which their own will 
is submitted.
The will to freedom is th© one will the people are 
to know. This statement was issued by Hitler, and there­
fore It might be assumed that it Is his will we are con­
cerned with. Thus, th© one will th© people are to know 
Is Hitler’s will. Assuming this to be true, two conclu­
sions might be drawn from this; 1) the will of Hitler 
is stronger than th© will of the people. 2) Hitler be­
comes the leader of the people because they have given 
up their will and therefore submitted to his will. Under 
these considerations It might be conceivable that Hitler, 
as their spiritual leader (at the time of this speech he 
was not yet their political leader), defines the instru­
ment by which the will to freedom becomes a reality.
This means is a weapon, which may be ’humane or not*.
In other words, th© weapon Is sanctified by the slogan 
"the end justifies the means".
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It seems that If once a man has taken the leadership 
over a people by submitting their will to his will, he Is 
In a position to rule them like instruments. He might 
even mastermind them Into becoming a weapon in the strug­
gle for freedom* becoming humane or not, as long as they 
serve his purpose which he apparently defines as th© 
common goal: freedom of race. It might be of importance
to note that in 1921-23, when Hitler issued the state­
ments concerning th© freedom of the race and political 
freedom, the post World War I occupations of th© Allled 
Nations were still in vigor. If this fact would be con­
sidered in relation to Hitler*s statements, then It might 
be assumed that by political freedom he means freedom 
from other national powers and with it freedom from their 
Influence, viewed to be as political and spiritual influ­
ence.
By removal of these outside Influences Hitler might 
have gained freedom to propagate his national socialistic 
ideas or th© freedom to Impose the master pattern of ideas 
upon the people. Simultaneously the people would have 
gained the freedom from other influences than Hitler, and 
with it the freedom to submit to his master pattern, or 
in other words, accept the fFolklsh philosophy* of national 
socialistic origin.
If this would be true, then the freedom of th© race 
would be considered a freedom for the submission of the 
race to the national socialistic ideology.
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A statement concerned with the relation between will, 
power and freedom seems to add evidence to the previous 
assumption. Hitler said:
"Wir erkannten, dasa politlsche Freihelt 
ewig nur eine Folge der Macht sain kann und 
Macht nur ©in Ausfluss des Wlllens ."*L
(Translated* We recognized that politi­
cal freedom can be perpetually only a conse­
quence of power and power only an effluence 
(emanation) of will.)
Hitler states that the effluence of will is power 
and the consequence of power is freedom, specified to 
political freedom. Will can be defined according to 
Webster as "...the power of choosing and of acting In 
accordance with choice". Therefore, If political free­
dom Is chosen as the goal, it seems to be obtained 
through power, which Hitler defines as an ’effluence 
of will*. Hitler,2 as previously quoted, brings up the 
supposition that the people know only one will, which 
was assumed to be his superior will. Then he and not 
the people would have the superior power. And because 
we assume Hitler has the power, he also would have th© 
political freedom. Then he might possibly bestow the 
political freedom upon the people, since this was 
stated to be a goal he seemed to prepare them for.s
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p. 66. 
Hitler’s sp©ecTT”of' Spring, 'l92l,
2. P. 55 f reference 1,
5. Walter Espe, Das Buch der HSDAP, p. 150.
Hitler’s spee ch of August Y*J 1923.
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In correspondence with previous considerations, this 
political freedom to Hitler might mean freedom to sub­
mit the mind of th© German people to his pattern of Ideas, 
or his exclusive influence. The freedom the people would 
gain through this submission to his master mind would 
then be solely a freedom inside of Hitler’s world of 
Ideas combined with the political freedom and freedom 
from foreign influence, which it propagates.
It might be important to note that according to 
Hitler1s philosophy th© people could not gain political 
freedom, because they gave up their will and thus their 
power* They only seem to be able to gain through him 
and in accepting his superior will as their own, and thus 
receiving freedom through power not because of them­
selves but because of Hitler. This would bring Hitler 
into a position where he not only bestows his will on 
the people, but also their freedom.
Rosenberg issues a statement, through which the 
existence of a superior power might be rightly assumed 
and Its character defined. He said:
f,B@r Nationalsozialismus erk&nnte, dass 
des deutschen Volkes Schicksal.•.durch ?€acht~ 
kampf entschieden werden wurde. Eine starke 
poiltische Macht, ©Inheitlich Ira allgem©In- 
deutschen Sinn geleistet, r#cksichtslos den 
Gemeinnutz vor Eigennutz setzend, vermocht© 
allein mit den ffbeln des Zeitalters aufzur- 
Kumen . " ^
1. Alfred Rosenberg, Das Partelprograrnraj, p. 60.
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(Translated: The national socialism did
recognize that the fate of the German people,.* 
is to be decided by struggles for power. A 
strong political power performed uniformly in 
tho common (general) German sense, setting 
ruthlessly common profit before personal profit, 
was alone capable to take away with the mala­
dies of th® era.)
He states clearly that the existing political power is so 
strong that it can set ’ruthlessly1 a standard; i.e., 
’common before private use*. Then it might seem that 
this power is stronger than th© power the people pos­
sess, This also seems to support the hypothesis of the 
superior will.
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SUMMARY DP ASSUMPTIONS OP CHAPTER *PEOPLE"
Social Nature of the People.
1, The national status of the Individual Is more impor­
tant than the social status of the individual,
2, There are no social classes among the people*
3, Th© people form one racial class or racial unit*
4* The nucleus of energies is in the broad mass of the 
people*
5* The channels to release th© potential energies of 
th© mass are: the mind, the will, th® fist of th©
mass •
6* Mind, will, and fist of the mass are means for the 
organization of the mass:
a) Mind: Implantment of the idea by education to 
patriotism,
b) Wills Decision to execute the Idea by achieve­
ment of willingness,
c) Fist: Realization of th© Idea by absolute ser­
vice to the nation,
7, People are national entity and not social entity,
8, The national entity has a common national life*
Physical Nature of the People
1, The alikoness of the blood is the common bond among 
th© people,
2, Blood is the essence of the people.
3* Blood is closely associated with thoughts.
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4. Body and soul is a ona-nass. It is unknown how they 
are related# Therefore, nature of man is confused 
theory of monism#
5# Strong emphasis on physical nature of the people, 
although people are a physical and mental entity#
6# Goal of state: Achievement of racial superiority
of its people*
7# Means to achieve goal: The state assembles, pre­
serves and raises people*
8. Nature of th© means to th© end: Planned breeding 
of race#
9. People have no right to choose the place of living 
and their mod© of living.
10* State takes over the procre&tional right of the 
Individual; Reproduction is regulated by State 
laws #
11# Role of the individual is to be a link in the 
chain of future reproduction#
12. Role of the people is to be a chain of reproduc­
tion#
13. Individual’s life has no purpose nor value In 
Itself*
14. Individual gains status by its service to th© 
nation through its life role#
Mental Nature of the
1. There is a psychic essence in th© people.
2. The concept of work is closely associated with th©
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soul of the people*
5, Totality of Idea or a mental uniformity of the 
people is means to national unification*
4, Individual thinking and living is only permitted
inside of the given national socialistic pattern 
of thought*
5* All possible stimulants to contrary thinking of
th© Individual ar© removed*
6* The will of th© people Is submitted to one super­
ior will; I*©., Hitler*s will*
7, People have no freedom of thought*
8* People have no freedom of will*
9* Common profit before Individual profit. Th© indi­
vidual’s welfare is less important than the welfare 
of the whole people*
10, The individual Is obliged to work for th© benefit 
of th© whole population*
11* Th© individual has no freedom of action.
CHAPTER IV
THE INDIVIDUAL
The subject of discussion of this chapter is 
f,The Individual,0 living in th© national socialistic 
State under th© leadership of Adolf Hitler*
In this discussion an endeavor is made to examine 
the national socialistic assumptions In regard to the 
Individual*
The following basic viewpoints as to th© nature 
of th© individual are discussed: (1) The Heeds of
th© Individual; (2) Th© Rights of the Individual;
(3) The Emotions and Instincts of th© Individual;
(4) The Personality of the Individual; and (5) Indiv­
idual Differences and the Process of Selection*
The Needs of the Individual
” Human organisms are characterized 
by physical and psychological needs which 
tend to direct their actions ••* Man is 
apparently so constituted that a mini­
mum satisfaction of these organic and 
psychological needs is essential to the 
maintenance of his personal Integrity*”1
This quotation provides a general definition of the
needs of an Individual which might be adopted for this
discussion* According to Maslow^, the sequence of needs
1. Thorpe and Katz, The Psychology of Abnormal Behavior, 
p* 43.
2. Ibid., p. 47.
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In a human being Is as follows:
” (1) Physiological needs; (2) Safety 
needs; (3) Love needs; (4) Esteem needs;
(5) Self-actualization needs,"
This statement is used merely for comparative purposes,
that is to say, it is used to classify Hitler’s ideas
on the needs of the individual.
The physiological needs are the needs for nourish­
ment. Since no special reference to these basic needs 
could be found in national socialistic literature, one 
might assume that they played a minor role in the 
national socialistic ideas about the needs of the human 
being.
The need for safety might b© regarded as the need 
for personal security from any outside force in environ­
ment or nature. Concerning the individual’s role as a 
citizen^ it might be assumed that the safety need is 
the need for legal protection against forces or agents.
In order to provide this security, the State would issue 
laws for the physical and mental protection of its citizen.
Hitler’s assumptions about this subject might become 
evident in the following statement:
"Das heutige Hecht 1st nur das 
Recht des Einzelnen. Es kennt nicht 
den Schutz der Rasse, den Schutz der 
Volksgem©Inschaft; ... Ein Recht, das 
sich so sehr vom Begriff der 
Volksgemeinschaft entfernt, ist re- 
f orms b e d&r f 11 g . ” 2*
1. Walter Espe, Das Buch der HSDAP, p. 139.
Hitler’s speech on April 27, 1923.
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(Translated: The law of today
is th© law of th© individual. It 
.does not know th© protection of the 
race, th© protection of the folkish 
community; ..... A law, which deviates 
so much from the concept of the folk­
ish community, necessitates reform.)
If the law, which protects the individual, neces­
sitates reform because it does not protect the folkish 
community, then it seems that Individual security and 
collective security are not necessarily going hand in 
hand; and, moreover, it appears that th© protection of 
the collective group Is more important to this State 
than the protection and safety of the individual. Th© 
security of the individual might be relatively unimport­
ant. Thus, it appears that the need for safety and 
security in the individual is thwarted. Hitler only 
seems to offer legal protection to th© individual as a 
member of a collective group, wherewith th© individual 
would lose as such his identity. Another thought might 
be of Interest. If Hitler would recognize the need of 
th© individual for security and safety, and if Hitler 
would offer this security through legal protection only 
to th© collective group and not to th© individual, then 
the individual might be influenced to become a member of 
the collective group, solely to b© enabled to satisfy 
one of his basic needs, at least to an extent, by the 
security offered to the collective group.
T h e  psychologist Maslow cites as th© third basic 
need in man his need for love and affection. This need 
Is generally satisfied In matrimony. Therefore, on©
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might investigate national socialistic statements in 
regard to marriage in order to find assumption concern­
ing the love need of the individual.
Hitler is quoted in a popular national socialistic 
hook as follows:
"Die Ehe kann nicht Selbstzweck 
sein, sondern muss dom einen grossen 
Ziele, der Vermehrung und Erhaltung 
der Art und Rasse dienen."^
(Translated: Matrimony cannot
be an end in itself, but it has to 
serve th© greater goal, the multipli­
cation and preservation of the species 
and race*)
The ”end in itself” of marriage might be regarded 
as the satisfaction of man's need for love and affection* 
In the above statement, Hitler apparently refers to this 
”@nd in itself” of marriage and therefore seems to 
acknowledge the love-need of man* However, he seems to 
regard the love-need of man as a means to an end. The 
end would be the multiplication and preservation of the 
species. Generally, it might be assumed that the multi­
plication of people Is a natural result of love in 
marriage. If this would be true, then the moral and 
psychological right of the Individual to satisfy this 
need in matrimony would b© no longer a right in itself, 
but Its righteousness would depend on the natural conse­
quences of the satisfaction of the love-need; i.e., on 
the offspring. Then the love-need and Its satisfaction 
would be devaluated to a mere physical function; that Is 
to say, to a means.
1. Hitlerworte» Aus ”Mein Kampf” S. 275/276, p. 16.
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This hypothetical idea could be supported by th© 
following statement:
"It (the folkish state) must 
set race in the center of all life ...
It must declare the child to be th© 
most precious treasure of the people.
It must see to it that only th© 
healthy beget children; that there 
Is only one disgrace: despite one’s
own sickness and deficiencies, to 
bring children Into the world, and 
one’s highest honor: to renounce
doing so* And conversely it must be 
considered reprehensible: to withhold
healthy children from th© nation. Her© 
the state must act as the guardian of 
a mlllinnlal future In the fac© of which 
the wishes and selfishness of th© Indiv­
idual must appear as nothing and 
submit.
According to this statement, Hitler considers the 
satisfaction of the love-need as an end In itself evi­
dently as individual "selfishness," and, therefore, 
undesirable. Its approved desirability is conditioned 
by its results, the healthy offspring. If the State 
would decide which individual should or should not have 
children, then it seems that (1) the State becomes th© 
supreme judge of individual health and hereditary ten­
dencies and (2) the right to satisfy the need for love 
is bestowed on th© individual by the State. Thus, th© 
satisfaction of th© love-need seems to become a matter 
of the State and no longer remains subject to Individual 
choice. It could be assumed that the State uses this 
basic human need as a means to an end, defined by the 
State, and in the final Instance serves the purpose of
1. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by 
Ralph Manheim, p. 403.
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th© state; i.e., the breeding of man, which is discussed 
more explicity In th© chapter ”Th© People.”
The ©ateem-need could be defined as the need for the 
feeling of personal adequacy and personal worth. In other 
words, the individual apparently needs to be recognized 
as an individual personality with certain qualities and 
who achieves certain things In his life. Respectively, 
th© following national socialistic statement may be 
quoted:
tf... und dann wollen wir als
Mensehen und Kamaraden Inane r besaere 
D e u t s c h e  werden, die vergan- 
gliches Loberj ,V.i den Dionst© unserer 
grosser Zeit stellen, damit der Fuhrer 
aus unserem Lebensgehorsam und unserer 
Treu© ©in ewiges Deutschland schaffen 
kann*”^
(Translated: and then we wish
to become, as human beings and as com­
rades, better and better G e r m a n s ,  
who place perishable lif© to the service 
of our great time, so that the Fuehrer 
can create an eternal Germany out of our 
obedience of life and our loyalty.)
If the nature of a human being would comprise Indiv­
iduality; if the role of a comrade would designate a speci­
fic function of the Individual; if being a German would mean 
to be a member of the collective group, as It was dis­
cussed in previous chapters, then the assumption of th© 
above statement could be that the individuality should 
be submitted to the collectivity of th© group. Concerning 
th© esteem-need of the individual, this might mean that
1. Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, Verpflichtung und Aufgabe der 
Frau Ira natlonalsozialistischon Staat, p. 24V
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the Individual is only important as a member of the 
collective group. Therefore, the ©steem-need in the 
individual seems to be frustrated because he does not 
receive recognition as an individual. His need is only 
satisfied collectively; i.e., through the collective im­
portance andesteem of the group.
This assumption might be supported by the following 
statement of Hitler;
”Wie immer auch das Leben und
das Schieksal des einzelenen sein 
mag, ilber jedem steht das Daseln 
und die Zukunft der Gesamtheit•
(Translated; In whatever way 
the life and fate of the individual 
may bo, above each one stands th© 
existence and th© future of the 
whole *)
It seems that th© life and fata of the individual is 
worthless In regard to th© life and fate of th© collec­
tivity. Thus, the life of th© individual does not seem 
to b© recognized as valuable or esteemed.
It might be concluded that the individual need for 
esteem is frustrated by the State because his personal 
worth is submitted to the worth of the collective group, 
and he is only esteemed collectively, as a member of the 
group.
Th© need for self-actualization could be considered 
as th© need to perform a useful task according to one1s 
abilities and desires. In other words, it might be
Ewiges Deutschland, edition 1941, p. 82.
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regarded as the n e e d  for personal achievement. Respec­
tively, Hitler is quoted as follows:
f wWir wollen nichts errin^gen 
fur uns, sondern alies nur fur 
Deutschland; derm wir sind verg^n- - 
glich, aber Deutschland muss leben.”
(Translated: We do not want to
achieve anything for ourselves, but 
everything for Germany; for we are
perishable, but Germany must live.)
If national achievement is set above personal 
achievement, then it might be assumed that the need for 
personal achievement is frustrated In the individual be­
cause the individual cannot achieve anything for himself.
Th© following quotation of the leader of th® national 
socialistic party for women might support this theory.
She says:
wD©r Fuhrer lehrt uns wieder, einen 
verpflichtenden Mittlepunkt fur alles, 
was wir tun, z u  s e h e n ♦ Er Ishrt uns, 
dass alie Arbeit, alles Wissen, alles 
Lernen, alles Kampfen nicht eine 1Sache 
an sich9 1st, sondern eine heilige 
Aufgabe jades einzelnen im DIenste an 
der Geme inschaft aller.”^
(Translated: Tho Fuehrer teaches
us to see again an obligating center, 
for everything we do. He teaches us, 
that all work, all knowledge, all studies, 
all fighting Is not a 1matter in itself,1 
but Is a holy duty of the individual In 
th© service for th© community of all.)
Thus It appears that individual working, knowing, 
studying, and fighting has to serve the collective achieve­
ment. These activities are not to be ”a thing In itself”
1. Ibid., edition 1939, p. 307.
2. Gertrud Soholts-Klink, Verpflichtung und Aufgabe der
Frau im natlonalsozfallstischen Staat, p. 8*
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or, as It might be expressed, are not regarded as Indiv­
idual achievements, serving the Individual, but they are 
to serve the community of all. It might be assumed that 
the need for self-actualization is used bv the State for 
collective purposes; that is to say, fitting the personal 
achievements into the national or community achievement 
regardless of the individual^ need.
Another theory could be that Hitler recognizes the 
need of the individual for self-actualization and purpose­
fully directs the resulting activities away from the 
individual basis to national basis so that the collective 
group benefits mainly from it and not the individual.
The Rights of the Individual
In the American Declaration of Independence, the 
rights of the Individual are defined as follows:
”...We hold these truths to 
be self-evident: that all men are
created equal; that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain Inalien­
able Rights; that among these are Life,
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.
That to secure these rights, Govern­
ments are instituted among Men.
In this Declaration It Is assumed that all men are 
born equal. As far as their role as a citizen In a state 
Is concerned, it could be assumed that all men have equal 
rights and privileges.
p
Hitler calls this theory of the equality of men 
"a positive sin against all reason” and ”a sin against
1. Will iam A. McClenaghan, American Government, 1953, 
p. VII.
2. Adolf Hitler, Me in Kampf, translated by Ralph Manheim, 
p. 430,
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the will of the Eternal Creator * n throughout his dis­
cussion on this topic, Hitler*** trios to show how 
unre asonablo it is to grant members of the colored race 
the same privileges, for instance in education, as members 
of the white race* Hitler obviously believes that members 
of the white race, called members of "the highest culture 
race,” have more rights than members of a lower culture 
race, as hs s e e m s to regard the colored race*
In other words, he seems to believe that the more 
able Individual has more rights to be educated than the 
less able individual* Therefore, it might be assumed 
that he belives the rights of man are not absolute or 
inalienable In essence, but that they are relative to the 
individual’s abilities.
In the above quoted chapter, Hitler discusses the 
principal belief In the equality of man In respect to the 
equal right of education* However, one could conclude 
that Hitler regards all other human rights from the same 
assumptions *
In a democratic system of state, such as the United 
States of America, the state seems to have the task to 
guard the inalienable human rights of the Individual.
Hitler, the leader of a different state system, seems 
to have also different ideas about the role of the state 
In regard to the individual’s rights. His views concerning 
the right of individual freedom versus individual obligation
1, Ibid., pp. 430, 431*
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to the community might be obtained in the following
statement:
"Solange os Henschen gibt, 
wird daher stets der Widerspruch 
bleiben zwischen der scheinbar 
unbegrenzten Preiheit sugunsten des 
oinzelnen Individuals und der aufer- 
legten Unfreiheit zugunsten der 
Gameinschaf t • ... Die Organisation 
gr6sserer Geme ins ehuft setzt sowohl 
den Verzicht voraust auf die zugellose 
Einzelfreihoit, gewahrt aber im Rahmen 
der Qasamtleistung and der dadurch erino- 
glichten hoheren Gesamtsicherheit dem 
Einzelwesen dennoch einen hSharen und 
gesch&tzten Lebensstandard. ... Die 
organisatorische Zusammenfassung der 
Individuen durch ein© Begrensung der 
Preiheit des einzelnen zugunston der 
Organisation einor grosseren Geme in - 
sehaft aber fuhrt zum Staat •1f^
(Translated: As long as there
are men, there will always remain the 
contradiction between the apparent 
unlimited freedom in favor of the in­
dividual and the imposed unfreedom for 
the benefit of the community. The
organization of larger communities 
supposes the renunciation of the un­
restrained individual freedom, but 
warrants a higher and secure standard 
of life for the individual in the frame 
of the collective production and there­
with possible higher collective safety*
... The organizatory condensation of 
individuals by means of limiting indiv­
idual freedom for the benefit of the 
organization of a larger community but 
leads to a state.}
According to this statement, the individual is to 
submit his rights of personal freedom to the benefit of 
an organized community, which is said to lead to the 
State. Then the individual would evidently give up his
1. Bede des Ffthrcrs am Parteitag der Ehre, 1936, 
"P‘P"n07 o;> — ' — ——£»p • of, .
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Inalienable rights in becoming a member of the community 
and therewith becoming a citizen of the State* In return 
the individual would receive collective rights, which are 
outlined and bestowed by the State.
In the final analysis this could mean: while a
democratic state apparently exists for the benefit of the 
individual in a state according to Hitler’s assumptions, 
the individual seems to exist for the benefit of the 
State. In other words, in a democracy, the individual 
might profit from the state In which it lives, while in 
a totalitarian state, the state itself would profit from 
the Individual because of the submission of the individual 
Inalienable rights In favor of state-defined collective 
rights.
In support of the concluded assumption, that the 
state limits the Inalienable rights of the individual, 
the following Hitler citation might be quoted:
wDas Hecht der personlichen 
Preiheit trltt zuruck gegenuber der 
Pflicht der Erhaltung der Hasse.”
Aus Mein Kampf S. 279. ^
(Translated: The right of
personal freedom subsides face to 
face of the duty for the preservation 
of the race. From Mein Kampf, p. 279.)
Apparently, Hitler believes that there is no such thing 
as the right of personal freedom If It concerns the wel­
fare or preservation of the race. But there is only a 
duty toward the race, which again seems to be defined
1. Hitlerworte, p. 10.
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as well as imposed by the State, eliminating the individual 
right.
The following statement presents similar assumptions:
"Dein Leben 1st gebunden an 
das Leben deines ganzen Volkes."
Aus der Rede im Sportpalast 
am 24. Oktober 1933.^
(Translated: Your life is bound
to the life of your people* Out of 
the speech (of Hitler) in the audi­
torium on October 24, 1933.)
Moreover, it seems that if the life of the individual is
bound to the life of the entire people, then there does
not seem to exist individual life any longer, but only
collective life. The individual would no longer have a
right to individual life and instead would possess only
collective rights over his life, which would derive from
the participation in the collective life of the collectivity.
It might be reasonable to assume that collective rights 
would have the primary objective of benefiting the collec­
tive group. Therefore, the collective rights of the indiv­
idual would also serve mainly the benefit of the 
collectivity and not necessarily so the individual benefit.
In conclusion, It seems that the Inalienable rights 
of the individual over his life are seriously limited In 
favor of the right of life of the collective entity.
In general, It could be assumed that donations for 
charity or other purposes are subject to the free will or 
the free choice of the individual. Moreover, the individual
1. Ibid., p. 28
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might have the right to decide whether or not he wants 
to share with others what Is rightfully his property.
In reference to donations for a national social­
istic charity fund, called the "Winterhilfswerk,*
Hitler said:
f,Es kann dabel dem einzelnen 
nlcht uberlassen bleiben, ob or _ 
w i l l ,  sondern ©r wird mussen.
(Translated: It cannot be up
to the individual to decide whether 
h© will (donate), but he will be 
obligecl •)
If the individual Is obliged to donate to certain state 
funds, then It seems that the state takes from the 
individual rather than receives from him. Therefore, 
it seems that the individual does not maintain his right 
nor choice over his personal property but that Its manipu­
lation is controlled by the state.
Combining these considerations with previous assump­
tions about the fusing of personal achievements to 
national achievements; i.e., to the benefit of all and 
not necessarily to the happiness and benefit of the 
individual, It might be assumed that the Inalienable 
rights of the Individual in respect to his life, liberty, 
and pursuit of happiness are vitally limited by the state 
for the benefit of the collective entity.
1. Rede des Fuhres am Parteitag der Ehre, 1936, p. 78.
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The Emotions and Instincts of the Individual
f,An emotion is a tendency to 
feel, and an instinct is a tendency 
to act, characteristically, when in 
presence of a certain object in the 
environment. *3*
According to Heldbreder^ it is considered to be 
Jean Jacques Rousseau*s outstanding contribution to 
psychology that he insisted "on the role of feeling and 
emotion in the human make-up." Therefore, It seems im­
portant to discuss the human ©motions in this chapter 
from the viewpoint of the National Socialists in order 
to learn their assumptions in regard to the ©motions of 
the Individual.
William James^ says 5
"The varieties of ©motions are 
Innumerable. Anger, fear, love, hate, 
joy, grief, shame, pride, and their 
varieties may be called the coarser 
emotions, being coupled as they are with 
relatively strong bodily reverberations."
Of these cited ©motions, hat© and lov© seem to be the
most mentioned emotions In national socialistic literature.
Hate might be defined as a feeling of "an Intense 
aversion to; detest; abhor. (2) To dislike exceedingly..."4 
It also might be considered as the contrary feeling of
1. William James, Psychology, p. 373.
2. Edna Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies, p. 63.
3. William James, Psychology, p. 374.
4. Webster1s Collegiate Dictionary, p. 456.
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the generally known doctrine of charity which Is the 
basis of Christianity: ”... that you love one another, . •
(John 13:34-35) . It might he of significance to note 
that the emotion of hate appears to be the most frequently 
mentioned emotion in the national socialistic writings, 
for tills could mean that the national socialistic philos­
ophy is not In accordance with the Christian philosophy 
if it preaches hate.
Hitler makes the following statements regarding 
hate, He said:
w zum Frelwerden gehort
Hass und wieder Hassjn %
(Translated: to the libera­
tion belongs hate and again hate I)
HEIne gross© Aufltlarung uber den 
Friedensvertrag muss gefordert warden,
Im Gedanken der Liebo? - Hein, sondern
im heiligen Mas*: gegen unsere VerderborI
(Translated: It has to be demanded
a great clarification (explanation) con­
cerning the treaty of peace. With the 
idea of love? - Ho, but with holy hate 
against our destroyeri)
Addressing the German youth concerning enlistment
In the national socialistic movement:
wIhr habt das Glueck, mit 18 und 
19 Jahren schon ... gohaast zu werden.”^
(Translated: You have already with
18 or 19 years the good luck (blessing)
••• to be hated.)
1. Fulton J. Sheen, Love One Another, p. 11*
2. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAF, p. 116.
Hitler’s speech of April 10, 1923.
3. Ibid., p. 107, Excerpt of "Hew Basic Demands”
from the end of 1922.
4 # Ibid., p. 95. Hitler’s speech In summer, 1922.
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The emotion or hate seems to be considered a sacred 
emotion if it concerns the enemy of Germany* Hate is 
also said to be a basic factor for liberation*
HeIdbreder*- states that the psychologist 
William McDougall believes that each primary emotion 
is paired with a primary instinct, such as "flight, 
pugnacity, curiosity, disgust, parental behavior, self- 
assertion, and self-abasement•" According to this theory 
the emotion hate may be paired with the instinct of 
pugnacity.
Regarding the above quoted statement by Hitler, it 
appears that they appeal to just this combination of 
emot i on an d ins t in c t •
If freedom of the race In th© national socialistic 
sens® would be th® freedom to submit to the national so­
cialistic pattern of thought, as it was discussed earlier, 
then th© emotion of hate and the instinct of pugnacity 
would be directed toward those forces or agents which 
oppose submission to national socialism. To be hated in 
return is "good luck,” because it is the "highest blessing 
for separating th© honest from the gangsters.
It seems that Hitler’s appeal to the primary Instinct 
of pugnacity In th© individual Is significant, whether it 
is in combination with th© emotion of hat®, or it is 
solely an appeal to this Instinct. The significance of
1 . Edna Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies, p. 315*
2m Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p. 95.
Hitler’s speech In summer, 1922.
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this assumption might be emphasized in the following 
statement:
MEIn Mann 1st nur der, der 
als Mann sleh auch wehrt und ver- 
teidigt, und ein Volk ist nur das, 
das hereit ist, wenn notwendig, 
als Volk auf die Walstatt zu 
treten. Das ist nicht Militarise 
mus, sondern Selbsterhaltung.
(Translated: A man is only
he, who fights and defends himself 
as a man, and a people is only that 
which is willing, if necessary, to 
step as a people on th© battleground*
This is not militarism, but self- 
preservation. )
In conclusion it might be assumed that the individ­
ual’s emotion of hate is paired with the individual 
Instinct of pugnacity very frequently. This individual 
tendency to feel and to act seems to be purposely Incited 
by Hitler In order to use it as a means to fight enemies 
of th© State, who would be enemies of national socialism 
simultaneously.
This particular part of national socialistic teaching 
stands in contradiction to th© Christian teaching of charity.
According to William James, love is an emotion which 
could be defined as a strong feeling of personal attachment 
toward an object. Love as an ©motion might be regarded as 
spiritual in essence. Usually th© love of an individual 
Is directed toward a person or an object of his choice.
The national Socialists seem to acknowledge th©
©motion of love in human beings and apparently endeavor 
to direct it toward a specific object of love: th©
Ibid.. p. 139.
IfTSler's speech on April 27, 1923
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fatherland* Hitler said in one of his early speeches:
wWir Nationalsozialiston wollen 
unser Vaterland lieben lernen, eifer- 
sfiohtig lieben lernen, allein und
heInen anderen G6tzen neben ihrn 
dulden,nA
(Translated: We National Social­
ists want to learn to love our father­
land, learn to love it jealously, 
solely and tolerate no other idols 
beside it.)
If the fatherland is to become the sole object of love 
for th© individual, then the emotion of love is directed 
toward a super-individual object. Since Hitler states 
that the fatherland Is the sole object of love, he seems 
to emphasize that there must not exist any other object
of lov© for the individual. Moreover, sine© he said that
there should not be tolerated any other ”idolw of love 
beside It, it seems that the fatherland reaches sacred 
proportions *
Supporting th© theory that the fatherland is th© 
sole and supreme object of lov©, the following statement 
may b© quoted:
^Eines also ist die erst© Auf- 
gab© di©s©r Bewegung: Si© will den
Deutschen wieder national machen, 
dass Ihm sein Vaterland wieder fiber 
alles geht.n 2
(Translated: On© thing there­
for© Is th© first task of this move­
ment : It wants to make the German 
national again, so that his father­
land goes for everything with him.)
1. Ibid., p. 109.
Hitler1s speech on May 1, 1923.
2. Ibid., p. 117.
Hitler*s speech on April 17, 1923.
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If the fatherland Is to go for everything; i.e., if it 
is to be loved more than anything else, then the senti­
ments attached to the fatherland seem to be patriotic 
in essence.
According to Heidbreder*> William McDougall defines 
**sentiments like loyalty and patriotism'1 as "complex 
products of instinct, intellect, and ©motions, which 
derive whatever motive power they possess from their in­
stinctive components•"
If patriotism would be a combination of instinct, 
intellect, and emotion; if the intellect of the individual 
would be masterminded by the national socialists, as it 
was previously assumed; if the emotion concerned in 
patriotism would be the love for the fatherland; if th© 
instinct would be sell-abasement, as It may be assumed 
through the following statement:
"Any man who loves his people 
proves it solely by the sacrifices
which he is prepared to make for it.nS
or
"National sein heisst, In gren- 
zenloser, alies umspannender Llebesum 
Volk hand©In und, wenn notig dafur 
auch zu sterben.
(Translated: To be national means
to act with boundless and all embracing 
lov© for th© -people and if necessary to 
die for them.}
1. Edna Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies, p. 315.
2# Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph Manheim, 
p. 426.
3. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p* 6-5.
Hitler*s speech In spring, 1921.
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then the following assumption could be concluded: 
national socialistic patriotism Is a complex product of
(1 ) intellectual submission to a master pattern of thought 
issued by the State, (2) absolute and exclusive love for 
th© fatherland, and (5) self-abasement of the individual 
for the benefit of the collectivity or country.
It appears that this particular kind of patriotism 
might load to complete submission of the individual to 
th© State. This patriotism seems to surrender individ­
uality to collectivity and make the collective group a 
willirsgl©3s Instrument in the hands of th© State.
Personality
Edna Hei-dbreder-** states the behavioristic concept 
of personality as follows s
Personality is ... but a system
of responses, the sum total of an in­
dividual1© reactions and tendencies 
to reaction. Often the term personality 
is used to refer especially to the social 
effect of an individual; In such cases It 
Is characterized by words like "dominat- 
Ing,* "charming,11 ... But this aspect of 
personality, like ©11 others, Is explic­
able in terms of stimulus and response.*
This Is one of the many definitions of the term ^personal-
itynI It apparently means something different In each
psychological theory. This definition was chosen because
It offers a specific reference to th© social effects of
an individual, for the national socialistic assumptions
of personality seem to be concerned with the social effects
of the individual.
1. Edna Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies, p. 253.
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Hitler may be quoted as follows;
11 Der Fortschritt und die ICultur 
der Menschheit sind nloht ©in Product
der Major!tat, sondern beruhen 
ausschliessllch auf der GenialItfit und 
der Tatkraft der Pers6nllchkelt*l,3*
(Translated: The progress and
culture of humanity are no products of 
the majority, but depend exclusively 
on the originality and energy of the 
personality.)
Th© progress and culture of the human race ar© evidently 
regarded as the social effect of the personality because 
the gifts of a genius and the energy said to be qualities 
of the personality snd at the sane time they are con­
sidered to b© the basis for evolution and culture. More­
over, in this statement a sharp differentiation is made 
between the majority and the personality. Apparently, 
personality is assumed to be something apart from the 
majority. Since personality seems to be associated with 
the capacities of a genius and considerable energies, it 
appears that personality belongs to a person of superior 
mental qualities. To speak in terms of the previous 
definition of personality by Edna ileidbreder, a personality 
in th© national socialistic sense would be an individual 
endowed with extraordinary capacities for stimulating a 
collective group of people, if not humanity. In addition, 
If this personality would produce positive responses In a 
society, as progress and culture may be regarded, then 
the personality seems to have a high moral standard.
1. Hltlerworte, p. 19,
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Another view of the concept of personality may be 
found by means of the next statement:
"Vender Personlichkeit hangt 
alias grosse Geschehen ab. Nur 
Personlichkeit kann den Mann der 
Tat tragen. Nur der Mann der Tat 
aber ist der Held* durch den die 
grossan Machtk&mpfe der Geschichte 
entschleden warden."2-
(Translated: All great events
depend on the personality. Only the 
personality can produce the man of 
action. The man of action is alone 
but the hero, by which the great 
struggles for power in history are 
decided.)
It appears that the concept of personality in this state­
ment could be associated with a leader personality. 
According to the above quotation, a personality is the 
prerequisite for the man of action, who is the hero. 
Therefore, It seems that the personality is not regarded 
as the sum total of an individual^ reaction and tendencies 
of reaction. But the National Socialists apparently assume 
that personality Is a sum total effect of specific stimuli, 
which are shown in responses and actions effecting society.
Rosenberg might be quoted as the author of a third 
statement, dealing with the national socialistic concept 
of personality:
"Die Menschen von heute /(erkennen, 
dass Subjoktivismus und Personlichkeit 
nicht identisehe sondern GegensU t z- 
lichkelten sind. ... Personlichkeit 
aber 1st Kr&nung organischer, In Blut 
und Boden und ttberlief©rung gegrundeter
1. Professor Dr. Willy Hoppe, Die Fuhrerpersonlichkelt 
in der deutschen Geschichte, p. 6 .
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Gesetze elnes gestalteten, deshalb 
begrenzten Wachsens• Erst das 
Gesetz kann uns die Preiheit bringen."1
(Translated: Men of today recog­
nize, that subjectivism and personality 
ar© not identical but contrarities. •,* 
Personality is but th© crowning of 
organic, on blood, soil, and tradition 
founded laws for a molded and therefore 
limited growth* Only th© law can bring 
us freedom.)
Th© essence of this statement is that a personality does 
not grow according to subjective or individual laws, but 
it grows according to the laws of blood, soil, and tradi­
tion. Personality, therefore, is a limited growth inside 
of laws, which are according to th© national socialistic 
ideas apparently hereditary and environmentally trans­
mitted racial laws. Interpreting this statement in terms 
of what th© author Edna Heidbreder states to be the 
behavioristic definition of personality, it might mean 
that a personality Is not the response to individual 
environmental stimuli, but it is a response to national 
or racial stimuli. Therefore, It might be assumed that 
Rosenberg believes that national or racial stimuli only 
produce a personality.
Combining this assumption with the previously dis­
cussed statements, it might mean that a personality is 
the response to a racial pattern of stimuli and Is, there­
fore, a conditioned personality. This nationally condi­
tioned personality provides In turn the national pattern 
of stimuli, for instance by originality, energy, or acts
1. Alfred Rosenberg, Krise und Neubau Europas, p. 18.
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of heroism for the people, race, or a society. Thus, 
the individual with a personality, according to national 
socialism, in the final instance might provide the stimuli 
for conditioned social responses.
It appears that In general the national socialistic 
assumptions of personality are not very clear. They seem 
to be in essence confused assumptions. Moreover, th© 
national socialistic ideas on personality seem to differ 
with the individual authors.
Individual Differences and the Process of Selection 
Sir Francis Galton Is considered a psychologist who 
took specific Interest In the problem of Individual dif­
ferences • Heldbreder*- says, "In these studies, Galton 
was naturally impressed by th© variation within the human 
race, in mental as well as in physical traits,” He Is 
said to have developed tests, which he used as a means to 
establish th© individual differences.
Generally speaking, it might be assumed that testing 
as such is used not only to establish the individual dif­
ferences, but also to select the Individuals according to 
their abilities for certain positions in the frame of 
the social orders. This theory seems to be supported by 
Plato, who, according to Heidbredei^, not only recognized 
individual differences, but who contended that in his 
"Ideal state, the Republic, men were to be chosen for
1. Edna Heibreder, Seven Psychologies, p. 107. 
2m Ibid., p. 30.
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their several duties with reference to their abilities • n 
Hitler gives the following statement:
n (The foldsh state) Its task 
is not to preserve the decisive in­
fluence of an existing social class, 
but to pick the most capable kinds 
from the sum of all the national com­
rades and bringing them to office and 
dignity.
Apparently, Hitler’s ideas about the process of selection 
are similar to those of Plato, for th© abilities or capa­
bilities decide the social or political office of th© 
Individual*
A more specific idea concerning the national social­
istic assumptions In regard to the process of selection 
might be received through the next statement:
"With Infallible certainty we 
are steering toward an order of things 
in which a process of selection will 
become active in the political leader­
ship of the nation, as it exists through­
out the whole life In general* By this
process of selection, which will follow
the laws of Nature and the dictation of 
human reason, those among our people 
who show the greatest natural abilities 
will be appointed to positions in the 
political leadership."^
According to this statement it appears that the process 
of selection is made according to one’s abilities and 
according to th® laws of nature. Hitler does not state 
the application of any systematic testing for the purpose 
of determining the abilities of the individual. His state­
ments solely seem to imply that the state is the authority,
which determines the abilities of the individual.
1. Adolf Hldar, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph Manheim, 
p. 431.
2. Adolf Hitler, On National Socialism and World Relations, 
p. 12.
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If a state intends to make individual selection 
according to the foregoing described set-up, then 
apparently the state does recognize individual differ­
ences* This assumption seems to stand In contradiction 
to Hitler’s statement, In which he considers th© 
community to be consisting of "physically and psychi­
cally homogeneous creatures, wherewith the existence 
of Individual differences might be denied* In previous 
discussions the assumptions apparently prevailed that 
all Germans are alike, from th© national socialistic 
viewpoint* There does not seem to be a specific 
statement at hand to clear this point*
1. Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf * translated by Ralph Manhelm, 
p* 393*
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SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS OF CFAPTFB "TIT I?7DXVIFUALn
The Needs of the Individual
1. Need for safety and security is only satisfied 
collectively.
2 . State uses safety and security need as a means to 
make the individual a member of th© collective 
group.
3. The love need is used as a moans to an end.
4. The right to satisfy th© love need is bestowed 
on the individual by the state.
5. Th© state decides whether or not the Individual 
may satisfy his lov© need.
6 . The state uses the individual*s love need for 
selective breeding.
7. The need for esteem in th© Individual is only 
satisfied if the individual shares the esteem 
of the collective group.
8 . Personal worth and esteem is subordinated to 
collective worth and esteem.
9. Th© need for self-actualization Is transferred 
from the Individual basis to th© national basis.
10. Personal achievement may not serve the individual 
but has to be placed to the profit of all.
The Rights of the Individual
1. The human rights of the Individual are relative 
to his abilities.
2. Th@ right of personal freedom Is submitted to the 
benefit of the State.
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3. The individual exists for the state; 1. e ., the 
state profits from the collectivity of th© people.
4. Individual rights are substituted by collective 
rights, which are outlined by the state.
5. The duty toward the race substitutes individual 
rights.
6 . The individual possesses no inherent right over 
his life.
7. Th© right of life of th© collectivity is placed 
above the individual right of life.
8 . The Individual has no fra© choice over his 
personal property, but it Is controlled by the 
state for th© benefit of th© collective group.
Th© Emotions and instincts of the Individual
1. Th© emotion of hate is paired with th© instinct 
of pugnacity.
2. Hat® and pugnacity are directed toward those 
forces or agents which oppose submission to 
national socialism.
3. Hate and pugnacity are used by the state to 
eliminate enemies of the state.
4. Love Is directed away from the individual object
of love toward a national object of love: the
fatherland.
5. National socialistic patriotism is a oomplex 
product of love for th© fatherland, intellectual 
submission, and self-abasement.
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6* National socialistic patriotism leads the
Individual to submission to the collectivity*
7. National socialistic patriotism is used by the 
state as a means to make the individual a 
willingless instrument in the hands of the state*
The Personality
1* A personality is bestowed with superior mental 
and moral qualities*
2* A personality is a stimulant for the collective 
group*
3* Personality is not the sum total of individual 
environmental stimuli*
4* Personality is a response to national and racial 
stimuli.
5. The nationally and racially conditioned personal­
ity provides a pattern of stimuli for the people’s 
responses•
Individual Differences and the Prooess of Selection
1. The assumptions concerning individual differences
are not conclusive* Some statements acknowledge 
individual differences, others deny them.
2. The process of selection is a function of the state*
3. Devices of selection are (1) the laws of nature
and (2 ) the abilities of the individual.
CHAPTER V
EDUCATION AND DISCIPLINE
In this chapter the national socialistic assumptions 
concerning education and discipline are briefly discussed 
as application of psychological theory. The educational 
system is examined in \r lew of the interrelationship be­
tween (1) State and Education, One apparently major
(2) Goal of Education is investigated from the national 
socialistic viewpoint. The third part of this chapter 
presents a discussion of discipline in the national 
socialistic state.
State and Education
Education might be defined as an "Act or process 
of educating ... through Instruction •«•; A science 
dealing with the principles and practice of teaching 
and l e a r n i n g . I n  general, the education of the indiv­
idual or of people seems to rest In the hands of 
educators, who have a specific training In this field, 
while the state maintains a rather supervisory position, 
at least apparently In democratic countries. Therefore, 
it seems that usually a state does not direct actively 
the education of the citizens.
Adolf Hitler defines the role of the State in re­
gard to the education of the people as follows:
1. Webster1s Collegi ate Diet ionnry, p. 317.
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"The national socialistic move­
ment has laid down the directive lines 
along which the State must conduct the 
education of the people. This educa­
tion does not begin at a certain year 
and ends at another. ... In other words, 
the education of the individual can 
never end. Therefore, it is the duty 
of the folkish community to see that 
this education and higher training must 
always be along lines that heir the 
community to fulfill its own task, which 
is the maintensnee of the race and 
nation.
According to this statement, the state seems to control 
the entire education of the people. This education by 
the state extends also over the entire lifetime of th© 
Individual. Thus it seems that th© educational system 
of this state Is outlined by the national socialistic 
party, th© leader of which is Adolf Hitler, and is 
executed by th© national socialistic state, the leader 
of which is also Adolf Hitler. According to this, It 
would seem that Adolf Hitler defines and executes the 
education of the individual as a means of controlling 
the individual behavior*
BIt is an absurdity to believe 
that with the end of the school period 
the stat©*s right to supervise its 
young citizens suddenly ceases, but re­
turns at the military age. This right 
Is a duty and as such Is equally present 
at all t fm.es . ”2
This statement seems to emphasize the assumption that th©
state has absolute and permanent control over th© Individual
b3r means of education. The state seems to consider this
1. Adolf Hitler, Or S'atioral Socialism and World Relations, 
p. 25.
2 m Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, translated by Ralph Manheim,
P . 13.
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supervision, it seems rather a control, a duty. The 
reason for this might be that the state does not assume 
its citizens to be adequately capable of educating them­
selves, and therefore believes it to be a duty to force 
a certain education upon them for their own good. If 
this would be true, then the state, and its leader,
Adolf Hitler, seem to assume superior rights, maybe be­
cause of their superior abilities— as it was discussed 
In the previous chapter--than the rights of the people 
over themselves.
Another hypothetical reason for the permanent and 
absolute control over the people by means of education 
could be that the people would not meet the ends of the 
state--if these ends were in contrast to the beliefs of 
the people. These thoughts may be supported by the 
following statements
(In reference to the education
of the people In regard to procreation?)
"And this educational work the state 
must perform the purely intellectual 
complement of its practical activity.
It must act in this sense without re­
gard to understanding or lack of under­
standing, approval or disapproval.
Thus it seems that the people have indeed little or no 
influence in regard to their education. The authority 
of the state seems absolute in th is regard, and their 
disapproval would be of little Importance, perhaps be­
cause the state does not believe in their ability of
1. Ibid., p. 404.
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judging matters approved by the state*
Another thought might occur in viewing this last 
statement. It appears that in the national socialistic 
state the theory Is fitted to the practice, because 
Hitler says that "the educational work of the State must 
perform the purely Intellectual complement of Its practi­
cal activity . n therefore, It does not seem that the 
educational theories or the educational system is used 
as the basis for practice, but it appears as if the theory 
is fitted to the practice.
Prom these diverse statements it might be generally 
assumed that the state educates the people in accordance 
with the national socialistic views of the state. The 
state would teach the Individual only those things which 
are approved by the state. Hitler writes of a "process 
of sifting according to value or the lack of It ... in 
advance"^5 that Is to say, a sifting by the state of 
educational material before It Is presented to the in­
dividual. He issues this statement In reference to 
foreign languages. However, if the state assumes the 
right to sift out the material of on© educational field, 
it might be assumed that the state maintains the right 
also in any other field. If the state sifts educational 
material according to the state’s standard of value, then 
the state assumes the right to be a superior judge of
1. Ibid., p. 420.
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educational values and education becomes a powerful means 
in the hands of the state, which educates the people to 
exactly what the state wants them to be*
Goal of Education 
It might be interesting to learn about at least one 
important goal In the national socialistic state. The 
following statement might offer ideas concerning a 
specific goal of education, which seems to be frequently 
repeated in other literature:
"The folkish state must not 
adjust Its entire educational work 
primarily to the inoculation of mere 
knowledge, but to the breeding of ab­
solutely healthy bodies. The train­
ing of mental abilities is only 
secondary. And her© again, first 
place must be taken by the develop­
ment of character, especially the 
promotion of will-power and deter­
mination, combined with the training 
of joy in responsibility, and only 
in last place comes scientific 
schooling*
"Here the folkish state must pro­
ceed from the assumption that a man 
of little scientific education but 
physically healthy, with a good, firm 
character, imbued with the joy of de­
termination and will-power, Is more 
valuable for the national community 
than a clever weakling."I
According to these statements, on© of the major goals 
of national socialistic education is to educate its citizens 
in such a way that the national community profits from the
individual. Then, the education does not seem to serve
the Individual, but is used as a means to make the Indiv­
idual a servant of the national community, or the
1* Ibid. , p .  408.
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collectivity* In using education as a means to make the 
individual a servant for the collectivity— an institution 
of which actually the state might profit, as it was pre­
viously believed to b© true, and not the collectivity 
Itself— the physical health of the individual is the 
primary object of this education. Little effort and 
emphasis seem to be placed on a scholastic education*
If it would be true that the national socialistic state 
master-minds the people, as it was previously assumed, 
then the educational system would not b© likely to train 
the mind of the peoole, for Individual pattern of thought 
would probably oppose the master-pattern and adequate 
physical education would suffice the demands for the 
role of the individual as © servant of the community and 
of the state.
Discipline
The concept of discipline could be defined as 
"Control gained by enforcing obedience or order, as in 
school or army” or "rule or system of rules affecting 
conduct or action."^
The following national socialistic statements might 
be significant in regard to the national socialistic 
assumptions about discipline. Hitler wrote to one of 
his staff according to Konrad Heiden:
Webster1 s Collegiate Dictionary, p. 287.
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WI demand blind obedience and 
unquestioning discipline from S.A. 
leaders as from S.A* men.H^ (S.A, is 
an organization of the National So­
cialistic party.)
The following statement was by the National Social­
istic author Walter Espe in reference to the foundation 
of the S . A .:
M 41"Auf ifblinde Disziplin gegrundet 
und dem Fuhrer bis in den Tod erge- 
ben, sollte sie heranwachsen zu jener 
braunen Armee, die Deutschland ... 
befreit.
(Translated! Based on blind 
discipline and loyal to the F&irer 
until death it shall grow to that 
brown army which liberates ...
Germany.)
Hitler himself stated concerning the S.A*:
n ... Die Organisation 1st ge- 
schnffen worden ... und der Grund- 
satz des unbedingten Gehorsams wurde 
e ingef lihr t . "3
(Translated! The organization 
was founded ... and the principles of 
unconditional obedience was established.)
According to those quotations, the national socialists 
demand an unquestionable and blind discipline. This would 
be on the part of the individual the absolute acceptance 
of the rules or regulations from the state and on the part 
of the state, the absolute control gained over the behavior 
of the individual.
1. Konrad Heiden> A History of National Socialism, p. 414*
2. Walter Espe, Das Buch der NSDAP, p. 76.
3. Ibid., speech before the court in Munich, March 31, 1924.
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In other words, the nature of national socialistic 
discipline seems to he the absolute surrender of the 
personality to the rules of the state and absolute 
obedience in behaving according to these rules.
Many more statements can b© found about education 
and discipline, which all seem to be based on the same 
assumptions of the absolute authority of the state to 
control the behavior of the individual.
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ASSUMED CONCLUSIONS CP THE CHAPTER nEDUCATION AND
DISCIPLINE”
State and Education
1* The State has absolute and permanent control 
over the education of the people.
2 * The State assumes superior rights over the
individual, because of its superior abilities.
3. The people have no influence as to their 
education.
4. The educational theories are fitted to the 
practice.
5. The State sifts educational material before It is 
presented to the people.
6. The State is the supreme judge of educational 
values•
Goal of Education
1. Education of the Individual is for the benefit of 
the community and not for the benefit of the 
individual.
2. The individual is educated to be a good servant 
to the collectivity.
3. Physical education is of superior Importance than 
mental education.
Discipline
1. Discipline for the individual is blind and unques­
tionable acceptance of the rules of conduct and
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behavior set up by the State*
2* Discipline to the State means the absolute authority 
to control the behavior of the individual.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
Conclusions
The conclusions reached under the various topics 
of this study are stated under the heading, 11 Summary 
of Assumptions,” at the end of the chapters on 
The State, The People, The Individual, and Education 
and Discipline*
The general findings of this thesis could be 
summarized as follows:
It appears that the national socialistic system 
of state has many psychological assumptions in regard 
to the methods of controlling human behavior*
However, those assumptions apparently cannot be 
classified into a specific psychological school of 
thought or may not be associated with one certain 
psychological theory* The assumptions rather present 
a confusion of various schools of thought because of 
their Inconsistencies.
Moreover, it appears that the psychological 
assumptions of national socialism are those that the 
State uses toward its own ends.
The psychology of National Socialism seems to 
reduce the individual and elevate the State* Individual 
differences have no value in themselves except that they 
contribute to the State.
1 05
The basic psychological assumptions of National 
Socialism, as revealed In this study as methods of 
controlling the behavior of the people, may present a 
contradictory picture and antagonistic point of view 
to one who believes in modern ethical culture, Involving 
democratic and Christian values.
Further Research
Further research In this field of psychology may 
find Its value in describing the fundamental assumptions 
basic in the concepts of system of government, schools 
of political science, political philosophy, and 
theoretical psychology.
It is suggested that studies of this character 
should be made on Communism, Democracy, in Its various 
forms of manifestations, etc., to reveal their psycho­
logical assumptions. It is the belief of this writer 
that if certain remedies in a state system should be 
attempted, the psychological assumptions would be of 
great significance, for they are the apparent 
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